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Foreword

Economic success poses its own dilemmas. For example, while the U.S. economy is creating new skilled and semi-skilled jobs at an unprecedented rate, those new jobs are not equally accessible to all Americans, both in terms of where one lives and of the skills and income one needs to claim those jobs. In short, people in rural areas and areas in which manufacturing firms (and jobs) have fled do not have equal access to the new employment; neither do those persons with less skills, less education, lower income. A related dilemma is that, although some communities have arrived at remarkably innovative and successful means, frequently with support from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, to address the first dilemma, those initiatives have not been systematically described and widely disseminated. As the result, even highly successful initiatives have not claimed wide currency.

The four studies that comprise this effort go some way to addressing the second dilemma. They explore in detail four strategies that have shown marked success in producing and maintaining economic opportunities and jobs and also in making them available to people with low incomes. The four studies were conducted by the Center for Community Change with support by the Office of Policy Development and Research of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Pew Charitable Trusts and its Fund for Urban Neighborhood Development and by the Center for Community Change itself. The four reports are:

**Making Connections: A Study of Employment Linkage Programs** considers efforts by local governments to leverage their fiscal and zoning powers to gain the commitment of employers to connect low income people with private sector employment. Such initiatives share certain features: They create ties to employers through the use of development incentives and offering employers an expensive system for locating quality employees, provide timely access to information on job opportunities and establish formal means for screening, referring and placing job candidates. In the report, three long-standing employment linkage programs are reviewed to determine how well they link residents of economically isolated communities to jobs.

**Saving and Creating Good Jobs: A Study of Industrial Retention and Expansion Programs** focuses on programs designed to assist manufacturing firms already in a given location to stay and grow. The underlying presumption is that some manufacturing firms in any locality would prefer to stay, and even expand, if special mechanisms were in place that improve the manufacturer’s capacity to compete by providing assistance in such areas as marketing, technology and finding qualified workers. This study assesses the value of industrial retention and expansion as a strategy with particular emphasis on the experience of four organizations for whom that strategy is their principal mission.

**New Avenues into Jobs: Early Lessons from Nonprofit Temp Agencies and Employment Brokers** explores an economic development model in which job seekers are placed by employment brokers into non-permanent positions where they build work experience while receiving varying degrees of retention assistance and other kinds of post-placement support. The report documents the efforts for six nonprofit organization to help disadvantaged workers gain access to employment through temporary work and surveys the lessons, positive and negative, learned from these local initiatives.
Strengthening Rural Economics: Programs that Target Promising Sectors of a Local Economy examines how a strategy of concentrating economic developing effort on a sector of businesses that are located near each other and share other common features can expand economic opportunities and produce jobs in rural areas. The report describes four diverse cases in which such a strategy has been used at least in part with the intention of increasing employment among low-income people—and with some success.

Taken together, these reports, and related studies available directly from the Center for Community Change, offer those in local governments and both non- and for-profit organizations who want to stimulate more and better jobs for residents of their communities insights into the potential for growth implicit in local economic development strategies that can be replicated and customized to meet local needs.

Xavier de Souza Briggs
cross the country, nonprofit organizations and government agencies are trying new approaches to problems that contribute to poverty, including unemployment, underemployment and low wage jobs. Many of these model projects are highly creative and promising, but they are scattered and seldom evaluated. It has thus been impossible for other organizations or the Federal government to learn from these models in order to adapt and use them elsewhere.

This is particularly unfortunate today, when this country's steadily expanding economy has created a tremendous demand for both skilled and semi-skilled employees. This demand has led to an extraordinary opportunity for low income people with limited skills and job histories to get a sturdy foothold in the world of work.

To help close this information gap about job-related programs that work, the Center for Community Change has prepared reports on four approaches to economic development, all of which are providing jobs and economic opportunities to low income people. Each report is based on a series of case studies of successful local projects, along with additional research and data analysis.

All the reports are driven by four key assumptions:

✦ **The market has the capacity** to generate jobs and create economic opportunities on a large scale, which public and private interventions can extend but not replace.

✦ Mechanisms are needed to make sure that **low income, low-skilled people benefit from these jobs and opportunities** that the market is producing. Too often, these people reap few if any of the benefits of a growing economy. Thus, in selecting programs to study, we looked for those that either directly or indirectly **targeted** their benefits to those with the greatest needs.

✦ Efforts to provide jobs and other opportunities for low income people should not focus solely on the neighborhoods in which they live. In addition, there needs to be a **focus on the broader geographic area**, finding ways to connect residents in low income, inner-city neighborhoods with jobs that are located throughout the metropolitan region.

✦ Given the tremendous need for decent jobs for residents of most low income communities, efforts to create jobs need to be large enough to have a **measurable impact** on these communities, or at least have the potential to have such an impact.

The primary goal of our research has been to give community-based and other nonprofit organizations — as well as public officials and others concerned about jobs — useful information about economic development strategies that are effective in these terms. We hope this research will stimulate others to adopt strategies that have been developed over many years of hard work, and that it will also lead to government policies that encourage more use of these strategies.

This report focuses on the industrial retention and expansion strategy. This strategy focuses on local manufacturing businesses, attempting both to save jobs by preventing local firms from closing or moving, as well as to stimulate new jobs by helping these firms expand.

To examine this strategy, we intensively studied four “IRE” programs, picking those that appeared to be successful and thus could function as models for others. We also studied two additional sites less intensively. We analyzed local data, interviewed dozens of people at each site, read local documents and studied the existing literature. We wanted to answer four main questions:

✦ **How well do the strongest IRE programs preserve and create jobs?**
“We also hope these studies underscore the vital role that the lack of decent jobs plays in the economic struggles of many people living in low income communities.”

- Why do they succeed or sometimes fall short?
- What can be done to broaden their impact?

This report is one of four that was supported by the Office of Policy Development and Research of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Pew Charitable Trusts and its Fund for Urban Neighborhood Development, and by the Center for Community Change itself. The other three reports are:

- **Making Connections: A Study of Employment Linkage Programs**, which examines three programs that try various ways of linking inner city residents with jobs in the mainstream economy.

- **New Avenues into Jobs: Early Lessons from Nonprofit Temp Agencies and Employment Brokers**, which focuses on nonprofits that have used temporary work as a way to integrate low income people into the world of work.

- **Strengthening Rural Economies: Programs that Target Promising Sectors of a Local Economy**, which examines efforts to strengthen a particular “sector” of a local economy that is thought to have potential for expansion and job creation for low income people, such as hosiery manufacturing in North Carolina.

Taken together, we hope these studies provide useful information for those who want to stimulate more and better jobs for residents of their communities. We also hope they underscore the vital role that the lack of decent jobs plays in the economic struggles of many people living in low income communities.
Executive Summary

This report, focusing on industrial retention and expansion (IRE), is one of a series produced by the Center for Community Change. Each examines a specific economic development strategy that can significantly increase jobs for disadvantaged residents of distressed urban neighborhoods and rural communities.

IRE strategy is based on the belief that public and private players can intervene to help stabilize and increase manufacturing activity and employment in a given location. Because manufacturing jobs can provide good work for people with limited education, skill and/or experience, a successful IRE strategy can significantly benefit people needing work and income. But specific mechanisms are needed to insure that jobs are targeted for those with the greatest needs.

To assess the value of IRE, our research drew on four intensive on-site case studies, briefer reviews of some additional cases and an extensive review of the literature. The intensive case studies included:

✦ The Office of Economic Development (OED), Berkeley, California
✦ The Jane Addams Resource Corporation (JARC), Chicago, Illinois
✦ The Steel Valley Authority (SVA), Duquesne, Pennsylvania
✦ The Westside Industrial Retention and Expansion Network (WIRE-Net), Cleveland, Ohio

Why Manufacturing?

In the United States, manufacturing employment has been declining for years, and manufacturing jobs have been shifted away from the central cities where many low income people live. Loss of manufacturing jobs closely correlates with higher rates of poverty and unemployment, especially for African American males.

But, on the plus side:

✦ Manufacturing activity has continued to grow even as manufacturing employment has declined.
✦ Manufacturing is still concentrated in the cities and counties where many low income people live.
✦ In terms of wages, benefits and union representation, job quality is higher than in other sectors.

The Logic of an IRE Program

Industrial Retention and Expansion programs assist manufacturing firms already in a given location to stay and grow. The theory behind IRE activity includes four suppositions:

✦ In a dynamic economy, some firms inevitably die or depart. But total jobs can grow over time if viable companies are retained and able to expand.
✦ Manufacturers will generally seek to avoid the costs (financial and operational) of moving. Companies — especially smaller, locally owned businesses — have many incentives to stay where they are.
✦ Existing firms are an “efficient” focal point for economic development efforts. There is often a good reason why they selected their current location in the first place.
✦ To survive and expand locally, companies need to remain competitive in the market for their products. Particularly for smaller companies, an effective IRE program can improve a manufacturer’s ability to compete by providing assistance in such areas as marketing, technology and finding qualified workers.
“One key activity from the start was outreach to firms: getting information about their needs and establishing working relationships to better serve them.”

The Strategy in Practice
Planning and Implementing an IRE Program

Our IRE sites all shared a common mission:
✦ Retaining and expanding manufacturing business and employment.
✦ Increasing economic opportunity for local residents, especially the disadvantaged, by helping them gain manufacturing jobs and upgrades.
✦ Improving the economic health of the community by increasing job opportunities.
✦ Improving the broader community by strengthening businesses and other institutions and linking them with citizens.

On the other hand, even among our small sample, IRE backgrounds, structures and lead institutions differed greatly. We learned that:
✦ Many different structures can work equally effectively, provided that other key conditions and capabilities are in place. Our sample of successful IRE programs included a new Community Development Corporation, a city department, a business-led membership organization, and a labor-driven, state-chartered authority.
✦ The central players must include a strong and consistent voice for serving the disadvantaged — or that goal will get lost.
✦ Manufacturing firms must have an effective mechanism to communicate their business needs to the people operating the program.

IRE Program Components, Priorities and Partners

Our study sites varied in the ways they supported businesses and workers, but all their programs were assembled from among 15 components. Most activities focused on helping businesses (with jobs as the primary desired benefit). Some involved helping would-be and current workers prepare for positions and get hired.

One key activity from the start was outreach to industrial firms: getting information about their needs and wants and establishing working relationships in order to better serve them — and gain their participation in hiring. Business services included:
✦ Help in finding sites and developing space.
✦ Intervening with local government to ease permit and other regulatory processes.
✦ Technical assistance with general management, marketing and technology, often concentrating on modernization, and at times on strengthening firms at risk of shutdown or departure.
✦ Financing: either help in obtaining it or direct lending.
✦ Networking, including joint purchases, peer learning and production collaborations.
✦ Aid in transferring the business to successors.

The workforce activities served both the workers themselves and the businesses in need of qualified employees (indeed, many firms considered finding competent workers to be their leading competitiveness issue). Workforce development assistance included:
✦ Job training for new and current workers (Chicago’s Jane Addams Resource Corporation’s primary focus).
✦ Job linkage programs to improve poor people’s access to manufacturing employment opportunities.

Of the different sites we studied, the Westside Industrial Retention and Expansion Network (WIRE-Net) in Cleveland provided the most diverse service package of both business and workforce assistance.
Each IRE effort preserved enough jobs to significantly improve its area’s trend in the number of manufacturing jobs.

The path from start-up to current programming differed among IRE efforts, but all had some steps in common. They all started by studying industrial conditions and shaped their programs in response to them. When conditions changed — say, the market for labor became tighter — they changed the kinds of assistance they offered. They all required many years of operation — generally five to ten — to develop the experience, track records and personal contacts and relationships that then opened new opportunities.

Building internal capacity and revising strategy as opportunities emerged were crucial for the programs to be able to take advantage of the opportunities opened up by these relationships. As it developed the confidence of its member firms, WIRE-Net, for example, was able to move from offering exclusively “outside-the-plant-gate services” (such as aid in dealing with local government) to “inside-the-gate” assistance with marketing and other competitiveness issues.

Our IRE sites, though chosen in part because they were likely successes, were quite modest in staff size and budget. All relied heavily on partnerships to deliver their services — both because of their size constraints and because they recognized the advantages of drawing on other players with the expertise, resources and control that they lacked. The Steel Valley Authority, for example, had a very small staff in a large region. It focused on providing referrals in areas such as technological modernization.

Partners for IRE organizations ran the full gamut from manufacturing firms, individual job trainees/candidates, government, community organizations, outside funders, investors and lenders, outside experts, workers and trade unions.

What Did the Programs Accomplish?

Do IRE efforts actually have a significant impact on industrial retention and expansion? Our research concluded that:

✦ The programs are keeping firms in areas they might otherwise leave, fostering companies’ competitiveness and growth, and increasing job opportunities for disadvantaged people.

✦ They are doing so efficiently.

✦ People-to-people activities are usually the most effective.

Jobs and Business Impact

In our study, we identified situations in which IRE programs were apparently making a key difference in whether a firm stayed (and perhaps expanded), departed or closed. We then estimated the number of jobs affected.

In each case study, we found that the IRE efforts preserved a large enough number of jobs to significantly improve the target area’s trend in manufacturing growth. In three of the four locations, they were able to stabilize a formerly deteriorating situation. Only in the Steel Valley Authority area in Homestead, Pennsylvania, with its very large number of firms and its recent history of enormous job loss, did net loss of manufacturing jobs continue. Even there, the effect of IRE action was strong enough to slow the decline substantially.

Information on IRE’s total impact on manufacturing is most complete in Berkeley. The IRE effort there began in 1987 with ad hoc assistance to manufacturers, an outreach survey, revised land-use regulation to protect industry, and a growing range of business assistance. Within a year, nearly two decades of decline in manufacturing employment was reversed. Before the IRE program began, Berkeley was losing manufacturing jobs at a much faster rate than its surrounding communities and state. After
IRE, Berkeley did much better than these other areas.

**Efficiency**

IRE programs at our four primary sites also proved extremely cost-effective compared to other mechanisms for creating and protecting jobs. Even making extremely conservative assumptions, the costs per job created were very low: from a few hundred dollars to less than $3,000. Costs for job training and placement were also well under industry norms.

The reason is straightforward: a business retention approach is built on relationships. IRE organizations learn about firms' needs, provide direct services, and build links to other actors and institutions that can serve the companies.

Staff costs are the main expense. The IRE services that helped the most in retaining firms or helping them expand were highly people-intensive, not large capital subsidies.

- WIRE-Net’s largest impact came through its programs to help firms find and get approvals for sites and to recruit and hire entry-level workers.
- Berkeley OED’s prime impact was in site finding and permit-approval assistance, often for expansions.
- Jane Addams Resource Center’s key programs were technology services, worker training, management assistance and advocacy and action on land use and infrastructure improvements.
- The Steel Valley Authority had its primary impact through technology and management assistance, access to financing, aid in owner succession, and referrals to outside providers of similar help.

Staff costs themselves are kept down by the fact that services are targeted to firms that already have demonstrated interest in the geographic area in which they’re located. Funds are not wasted chasing companies with little likelihood of relocating from afar.

**Hiring Disadvantaged People and Serving Community Residents**

Central to our definition of a successful IRE strategy — and our choice of study sites — were a commitment to serve disadvantaged people by training and hiring them, and participation by both manufacturers and the IRE organization in other community improvement activities.

The IRE initiatives we examined focused as much on targeted job benefits as on business assistance and growth. Three of our four primary sites featured job placement and/or job training. In each case, these programs served a disproportionate number of disadvantaged local residents. WIRE-Net’s Hire Locally program found jobs for twice as many low income people and people of color as their proportion in the area. It also doubled neighborhood residents’ previous share of all manufacturing hires. Berkeley’s First Source program did the same, persuading firms receiving business assistance to agree formally and informally to give first consideration to First Source referrals.

Jane Addams Resource Center, which provided the most training of our four IRE sites, was very effective in opening participation to people of color in well over their proportion in its service area.

Three other IRE sites we looked at less intensely also provided job placement and/or training for disadvantaged people. The Hosiery Technology Center in North Carolina created mechanisms to funnel in and prepare new immigrants for training. The Northeast Milwaukee Industrial Development Corporation’s placement and training programs gave priority to poor people. The third, Oregon’s Wood Products Competitiveness Corporation, was pursuing a school-to-work approach for non-college-bound youth.
Effective IRE programs treat manufacturers as legitimately holding significant interests in the success of their own firms, their industry and their community.

All our primary sites also contributed in other ways to their neighborhoods’ revitalization. Their undertakings included an effort to save and improve a local school threatened with closure, negotiations with expanding firms to get them to contribute to subsidized child care and affordable housing, and partnerships in toxic clean-up efforts.

Why Did the Programs Succeed?

While answers to questions that are based on a small sample of deliberately chosen winners can’t be considered fully scientific, lessons consistently emerged from our observations. These involved:

✦ Organizational structure and vision
✦ Program concept
✦ Internal capacity
✦ External assistance and partnerships
✦ Economic and social conditions

Structure and Vision

Effective IRE programs treat manufacturers as legitimately holding significant interests in the success of their own firms, their industry and their community. It sees them as deserving a central place at the table in strategy-making and defining IRE services. Outreach is critical to gain manufacturers’ views and involvement. These programs also build credibility and trust by providing services of real value to the manufacturers before they ask them to provide community benefits.

Program Concept and Design

Focusing on manufacturing, retaining and expanding existing local firms, and training local workers and targeting new jobs to them — all of which are frequently neglected aspects of economic development — are central elements in a successful design. Retention/expansion makes more powerful economic logic than attraction. Especially when owners and managers are involved in curriculum design and training delivery, workforce development and linkage activities help solve labor shortages and so contribute to industrial success.

Also important in program design are efforts to respond to manufacturers’ growing and changing space needs before they begin hunting for alternative locations. Meeting needs before they become continuing problems can keep businesses from price shopping for other locations.

We also learned that tax and capital subsidies could be safely de-emphasized. They seem to be less important to small and mid-size firms than is their operating environment.

Internal Capacity

Here, the most important force for success was highly competent staff. Strong IRE efforts had experienced and respected leaders, with a broad set of people and technical skills. Staff were particularly skilled at building relationships with business people. The technical assistance they provided was at least as good as that from any other source. Successful IREs also had staff who valued careful planning and analysis.

In addition, good IREs had a core of active business leadership who bestowed credibility upon and helped provide entree for the IRE staff.

External Assistance and Partnerships

Among the most important contributions of external institutions and players is flexible operating support. Successful industrial retention efforts are structured as services, not capital projects. While some costs are met by member dues and/or fees for service, flexible operating support can enable IREs to better shape their programs in response to
Strong IRE efforts had experienced and respected leaders, who had a broad set of people and technical skills. Staff were particularly skilled at building relationships with business people.

Local and state government support and cooperation are also important outside factors. Successful IREs worked with governments that responded favorably to staff efforts to resolve manufacturers’ problems and improve public services. Public policy decisions supported manufacturing in areas such as land use/zoning. And governments provided funding for both the organization and for its clients’ public sector needs, such as infrastructure improvements.

Economic and Social Conditions

Economic and social conditions play a role in IRE success as well, but not the way one might guess. The strength of the national and regional manufacturing sector does in part determine what IRE interventions can be most appropriate at a given time and place. But the IRE programs we examined were successful in strong and weak markets and periods (at least with respect to all but the largest firms). More important conditions were:

✦ A base of smaller, locally owned firms.
✦ Territories large enough to achieve economies of scale in providing business assistance without losing local sensitivity.
✦ Recognition of and timely action on a shortage of clean urban sites.
✦ Filling gaps in the education system and in availability of “patient” capital.

Did the Programs Change Systems Serving Businesses and Communities?

The local efforts of these IRE organizations resulted in “systems change”—a series of changes beyond the immediate outcomes for individual businesses and residents. Some of the systems changes with likely significant impacts on manufacturing included:

✦ Creation of effective models of true partnerships among businesses, community members and the public sector, with benefits for each player.
✦ A new tradition of business-to-business cooperation, whether in learning together about a new technology or in pressing local government for a repaved road.
✦ New programs and standards for genuine targeting of job benefits to disadvantaged populations.
✦ Changed attitudes by manufacturers toward local industrial areas as a place to do business, from “impossible, we can’t get things done” to “I want to locate where the (IRE program) operates.”
✦ More favorable zoning patterns and streamlined permit approvals for manufacturing.
✦ City-wide programs for small manufacturing businesses modeled on our sample IREs—supported by public and private dollars—in Chicago and Cleveland, and regional influence and partnering around Pittsburgh and Berkeley.
✦ Education for public officials and economic development specialists about the importance and potential of manufacturing in providing job opportunities.
✦ Expanded resources and strategies to help companies in trouble.
Conclusions and Recommendations: Potential for Expansion, Extension and Replication

Our evidence shows that IRE initiatives are well worth expanding where they are already in place and worth replicating elsewhere. Our analysis suggests ways such efforts might be most usefully focused.

Expansion of Existing Efforts

The job training and placement area seems particularly fertile ground. None of the organizations we studied was able to offer all the components that belong in a comprehensive set of training and placement services. They had few models of organizations meeting both workforce and other business assistance needs, especially for the hardest-to-serve potential clients. Understandably, they usually began by introducing just one or two elements of workforce development into their programs. Enabling them to add services such as adult remedial education and post-employment support would multiply their social impact.

Efforts to assist manufacturing firms with “inside-the-plant-gate” services — such as technology modernization and management (and the complementary upgrading of worker skills) — are relatively new on the IRE agenda. Few IRE programs provide these services, making this another substantial expansion opportunity for existing IREs. Individual firms’ ability to compete is critical to the long-term health of industrial areas. Small firms can clearly use help in accessing advanced techniques at affordable cost and in coupling introduction of technology with upgrading of worker skills.

In addition, there is a need for more resources for outreach. Our IRE organizations understood the importance of outreach and continuing contact with local firms. But with stretched staff and funds, they too often let outreach slide.

Ability to expand to reach wider geographic areas and thus more companies would also be valuable, providing opportunities for shared learning and for economies of scale in technical assistance. That same expansion could increase possibilities for effective sectoral strategies, concentrating attention on the particular issues and needs of single industries or clusters, such as precision metal-working at JARC or food processing in Berkeley.

Replication

So few efforts currently couple effective assistance to existing local manufacturers with targeting job and community development benefits that replication opportunities seem limited “only” by resources. Replication will require:

✦ Wider communication about the effectiveness of the strategy to increase its visibility.
✦ Expanded support—public and private—for development and operations.
✦ Policymakers and economic development professionals educated to understand the potential of the IRE approach.

With those conditions met, replication could usefully concentrate on capacity building:

✦ Recruiting and training leaders, and exposing them to strong existing initiatives and leaders.
✦ Providing start-up and early operations funds.
✦ Making technical guidance available.

Role of the Federal Government

The federal government could make an important contribution to industrial retention and expansion, a contribution justified by the IRE programs’ effectiveness in creating and preserving jobs for those in need.
“The federal government could make an important contribution through supporting networking among IRE institutions and leaders, or developing a multi-site demonstration project.”

At the least, it could provide modest support of networking among IRE institutions and leaders, including convening meetings, developing a newsletter and training materials, and supplying technical assistance based on best practices elsewhere. One level up, it could combine a multi-site demonstration project with its networking support. Going further, it could make industrial retention and expansion part of a broader demonstration initiative that offered multiple economic development strategies, each focusing on targeting private sector job opportunities to people in need.

A yet stronger commitment would create a new competitive program supporting this range of strategies. The program would select grant recipients on the basis of their targeting goals and likely effectiveness in creating jobs.

Such initiatives could draw on existing resources, including:

✦ At HUD, CDBG and Empowerment Zone and Enterprise Community resources for manufacturing assistance and job linkage programs.

✦ In the Commerce Department, EDA support for manufacturing space and infrastructure, and NIST-sponsored manufacturing extension centers.

✦ EPA (and HUD) brownfield clean-up resources.

✦ HHS welfare-to-work and school-to-work efforts for workforce development and placement.

✦ Small Business Administration and Community Development Financial Institutions financing.

✦ New initiatives, such as the potential block grant for job training.
What Is an IRE Strategy and Why Is It Important?

The basic notion of an industrial retention and expansion strategy is that it is possible to intervene to help stabilize and increase manufacturing activity and employment in a given location. The strategy acknowledges that — especially in recent years — national and international forces that are restructuring the U.S. economy can shape manufacturing in ways beyond local control. But IRE strategy presumes that a well-designed and well-implemented local economic development initiative can significantly help local manufacturers improve their competitive positions and increase their incentives to stay and grow locally.

For the purposes of our study, we added another defining component: an effort to target the benefits of stabilized and expanded manufacturing employment to people in need of jobs and income. Generally, such an effort involves preserving and creating jobs in an area reasonably close to where disadvantaged people live, along with providing services that improve residents’ preparation for and access to jobs.

An IRE program succeeds if it can increase area manufacturers’ likelihood of survival and growth, their commitment to staying in place or growing nearby, and their hiring of disadvantaged workers.

Why Focus on Manufacturing?

In the United States, for many years, the absolute number of manufacturing jobs has been declining. Their percentage of total employment has declined even faster. The jobs have shifted away from central cities, where many low income people live. Many observers see these job losses as inevitable in a world of shifting economic forces.

But there are good reasons — rooted in manufacturing employment’s history as a ladder of opportunity — to examine how well local initiatives might be able to preserve industrial jobs and trigger their growth in locations accessible to people in need of work.

Manufacturing job losses have certainly been very substantial, especially in relation to the growth in other parts of the economy. Manufacturing employment peaked in 1979 at 21,040,000. It has gone up and down cyclically since then, but never again reached that height (see Figure 1). The figures for 1995, corresponding to the data in our case studies, show manufacturing employment of about 18,400,000, despite continuous growth since 1992.

**FIGURE 1**
**MANUFACTURING AND TOTAL U.S. EMPLOYMENT (NONAGRICULTURAL) 1970-1995**
**NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS OF WORKERS**

---

Saving and Creating Good Jobs
National and international forces can shape manufacturing in ways beyond local control. But a good IRE program can significantly help local manufacturers improve their competitiveness and increase their incentives to stay and grow locally.

That is the same level first reached in the late 1960s. During the same 1979-1995 period, total U.S. employment grew by about 30 percent. Manufacturing jobs fell as a percentage of total jobs from over 23 percent to under 16 percent.

A driving force for this reduction was the decline in the use of labor in the production process. While manufacturing employment dropped in the 1979-1995 period, the index of industrial production rose by more than half.\(^1\) That increase was actually slightly larger than the growth in total real domestic product in the same years. Overall manufacturing production grew significantly, while employment stagnated. Why? Capital, in the form of new equipment, replaced labor. In addition, the manufacture of products with capital-intensive production processes grew domestically, while more labor-intensive industries moved to lower-wage locations overseas.

Manufacturing jobs in all counties with central cities\(^2\) combined fell by about one percent between 1963 and 1987. At the same time, manufacturing employment grew by 32 percent in all other areas combined. As a result, the share of manufacturing jobs located in counties with central cities declined from 61 percent to 54 percent during the period.\(^3\) Large central city counties fared significantly worse than others. They lost nine percent of manufacturing employment between 1963 and 1987.

Nonetheless, manufacturing continues to play an important role in opening economic opportunity for people with limited education, skills and experience:

✦ Manufacturing is still concentrated in central cities and their counties, relatively near neighborhoods in which many disadvantaged people reside. Even after years of relative decline, a modest majority of manufacturing jobs are in central cities and their counties.

✦ People of color are represented more closely in relation to their numbers in the workforce in manufacturing than in other sectors, although African Americans do better in some other sectors. African Americans and Hispanic Americans constitute 11.1 percent and 9.3 percent of the overall U.S. workforce. Their shares of manufacturing employment are 10.4 percent and 10.2 percent, respectively, compared to 10.6 percent and 8.9 percent of all employment.\(^4\)

✦ Quality of jobs — in terms of wages, benefits and union representation — is higher in manufacturing than in other sectors. In 1995, wages averaged $12.37/hour in manufacturing versus $11.44/hour in the overall private sector.\(^5\) For several large cities for which we have measures, entry and near-entry level workers are much more likely to receive health insurance and pension benefits than are workers in the retail and service industries.\(^6\) Nineteen percent of workers in manufacturing were represented by unions in 1995, exceeded only by workers in government (44 percent) and the much smaller number of workers in transportation and public utilities (29 percent). Union representation was only seven percent in both services and wholesale and retail trade.

✦ Lower education and skill levels are required for most entry-level jobs in manufacturing than in other sectors. A four-city study of job requirements showed entry-level workers in manufacturing and related industries to be several times more likely to need no more than a high school education than were beginning sales, clerical and service workers. They were also far less likely to need to carry out certain skill-related tasks.\(^7\) Average years of education of front-line manufacturing workers is just over 12.25, compared to 12.4 in retail and 13.2 in services.\(^8\) Three-quarters of ordinary manufacturing production workers (operators/fabricators) have a high school education or less,
In central cities, shifts from manufacturing to other types of employment—and loss of manufacturing jobs in cities and their regions—increase central city poverty and unemployment and the geographic concentrations of poor people.

Compared to 63 percent of service workers, one-quarter in manufacturing lack a high school diploma, compared to one-fifth in services.9

Loss of manufacturing jobs in central cities of metropolitan areas contributes significantly to concentrations of poverty and unemployment, most notably among people of color. Research has demonstrated that, in central cities, shifts from manufacturing to other types of employment—and loss of manufacturing jobs in cities and their regions—increase central city poverty and unemployment and the geographic concentrations of poor people. These effects are substantially stronger for African American males10—a group with much higher unemployment rates and workforce drop-out rates than other significant subpopulations—than for the population as a whole and other subgroups.

Manufacturing product has continued to grow in the United States even as employment in it has declined. It can remain a healthy force for economic opportunity if it is properly nurtured and reconnected to potential workers in need.

These facts provide reason to hope that economic development policy and programs can sustain and increase the level of manufacturing employment in areas where unemployed and under-employed people can reasonably seek work. The central question, in examining local industrial retention and expansion initiatives, becomes whether such interventions—at least in their best forms—can effectively help industry to stabilize and grow—and bring in people otherwise left out of the economic mainstream.

Our exploration suggests that the list of such successful initiatives to date is not long. IRE has not been a primary focus of economic developers’ attention. Retention as a strategy—as distinct from attracting businesses from elsewhere or hoping to foster growth by developing commercial buildings—has been a late-blooming approach.11 A focus on manufacturing, especially broad support for other than the largest plants, has been uncommon as well. And targeting job opportunities for lower-income people has rarely been on the economic development agenda at all.

For example, the National League of Cities surveyed local elected officials and economic development staff to determine how they saw the relation between dealing with poverty and pursuing economic development in their communities. A majority of those interviewed said that these were unrelated issues. They were almost always addressed by different city departments and not expected to be complementary. Economic development concentrated heavily on fiscal impacts, while poverty was seen as connected to the delivery of human services.12

There are some recent examples of industrial retention programs that have apparently benefitted industrial companies and communities, though not with jobs targeted to low-income people, particularly at the state but also at the local level and in rural areas.13 There is, however, little in the way of detailed analysis of results or of the reasons for success and failure, even within this slender literature.

Through an extensive search, we identified six strong and/or promising industrial retention efforts that also included services explicitly designed to deliver job benefits to low-income and minority individuals. This report highlights what these programs do, their outcomes, the factors key to their progress and limitations, and their implications for future policy. Our goal is to assess the potential of targeted industrial retention programs as mechanisms for preserving and expanding manufacturing jobs and using them to widen opportunity.
What Logic Drives IRE Programs?

The principal focus of an IRE program is to assist manufacturing firms already in a given location, helping them to grow in place. The “theory” behind IRE activity includes four elements:

1. In a dynamic economy, some firms inevitably die or depart. But total jobs can grow over time if viable companies are retained and able to expand.

2. Companies, especially smaller, locally owned ones, have substantial incentives to stay where they are. If the local circumstances for operation and expansion are not unreasonable, manufacturers will generally seek to avoid the costs of moving: loss of qualified workers, disruption of work schedules, direct relocation costs, stretching existing links to nearby suppliers and customers, and breaking owners’ ties to the community.

An effective IRE program helps assure that local circumstances are as positive as possible both in terms of the broader business environment — for example, the cooperativeness of local government — and any issues particular to individual firms, such as an appropriate space for expansion.

3. To survive and expand locally, companies need to remain competitive in the (often wider) markets for their products. An effective IRE program may provide assistance with marketing; inputs, technology and other costs of production; and finding qualified workers. Such assistance helps local firms compete and remain healthy and growing. It also adds to their incentives to remain in the community. Many of these services are most important to smaller firms, which usually cannot afford their own support departments or specialized staff.

4. Existing firms are a naturally efficient focal point for economic development efforts. There is often some substantial reason why they selected their current location in the first place. Even a business attraction program that attempts to target industries that fit with a community’s competitive advantages is bound to have to cast its net more randomly than a retention program.

Study Sites

Our research initially identified six promising examples. We made one-day site visits to these six, interviewed key players and collected materials. We then selected four cases for further study, weighing heavily the extent of their experience in pursuing our dual goals. The four programs are:

- Office of Economic Development (OED), City of Berkeley, California
- Jane Addams Resource Corporation (JARC), Chicago, Illinois
- Steel Valley Authority (SVA), Duquesne, Pennsylvania
- Westside Industrial Retention and Expansion Network (WIRE-Net), Cleveland, Ohio

Two Center staff people spent three days at each site, interviewing program operators, partners and clients. We also collected program activity and outcome information (in common formats that we designed, insofar as possible) from the operators and a variety of written information. One-page summaries of basic information about each site are included at the end of this chapter.

We also drew on information collected from the two sites we visited for only one day:

- Greater North Pulaski Development Corporation (GNPDC), Chicago, Illinois
- Northeast Milwaukee Industrial Development Corporation (NMIDC), Milwaukee, Wisconsin

In addition, in another part of our research, we examined some rural programs targeting a particu-
lar sector of the economy and serving populations in need. Two of these sites focused on subsectors within manufacturing. We took advantage of the information obtained there as well. These sites were:

✦ The Hosiery Technology Center (HTC), Hickory, North Carolina
✦ The Wood Products Competitiveness Corporation (WPCC), Bend, Oregon

[Full reports regarding those last two sites are available in our study of rural sectoral interventions, another report in this series.]

The sites typically contain 5,000 to 20,000 manufacturing jobs (more for the Steel Valley Authority). In the four primary sites, most of these jobs are in small firms (see Table 1). Local ownership is common. Frequently, the company has a single plant and headquarters — the one at our site. Unionization is quite substantial, well above the 18.7% national average for manufacturing workers.

### TABLE 1
**Some Basic Characteristics of Manufacturing Firms Assisted at Four Sites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Firm: Employees</th>
<th>WIRE-Net</th>
<th>City of Berkeley</th>
<th>JARC</th>
<th>SVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 25</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 - 100</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales &lt; $1,000,000</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locally Owned</td>
<td>79-95%</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 1995, JARC’s workforce training served 17 firms employing 2,275 workers. In some 55 other cases involving 660 workers, it made a difference in whether the firms were retained.

Jane Addams Resource Corporation (JARC)
Chicago, Illinois

**History:** JARC was established in 1985 as a nonprofit corporation. Its goals are to expand the job base in the Lakeview/North Center community of Chicago and increase the number of community residents qualified to fill those jobs. It is a spin-off of the Jane Addams Center/Hull House Association, a settlement house formed nearly 100 years earlier. It grew out of the planning work of a task force of the parent body, which early on decided to focus on a primary sector of the economy: metal stamping and related fabrication.

**Structure:** JARC has its own 21-member board of directors, many with business and manufacturing backgrounds. It has a 20-member core staff who focus on training current workers (and a lesser number of new entrants), as well as providing education to youth and adults.

**Primary Services:** Metal-working skills training has increasingly been JARC’s emphasis. It helps low-skilled production workers improve their literacy and technical skills and potentially upgrade their wages and positions. Within the workforce area, JARC is also involved in school-to-work programs, adult basic education and introduction to manufacturing. It also emphasizes retention services for manufacturers, including a peer learning support group around modernization issues, the development and management of smaller industrial spaces, marketing assistance, and planning and advocacy, especially in relation to land-use.

**Mechanism for Serving Low Income People:** JARC’s principal training effort aids low income workers to get better-paying jobs. It thus serves not the lowest of low income people but still people in need. Its increasing emphasis on high school youth and the unemployed for its newer training components extends its reach.

**Scale of Activity:** In 1995, JARC’s workforce training served 17 firms employing a total of 2,275 workers. In a typical year, it trains nearly 200 workers in its skills training effort alone. JARC also aided 95 manufacturing businesses in 1995 with services other than job training. In some 55 cases involving 660 workers, it made a difference in whether the firms were retained. Counting firms only in the narrower definition of its territory, JARC impacted more than half the companies in 1995 alone.

**Special Projects:** JARC provided (along with Greater North Pulaski Development Corporation) a model of local industrial retention services that the city government was able to adapt to multiple industrial/community areas throughout Chicago (the Local Industrial Retention Initiative). It is now pursuing a joint venture with two local firms to create a Technical Training Center in one of JARC’s industrial real estate developments. The Center will provide training for participants in JARC’s adult education and school-to-work programs and to employed and unemployed workers. Its partners will use the same facilities for their own training.

**Contact:**
Michael Buccitelli, Executive Director
1800 West Cuyler Street • Chicago, IL 60613
(312) 871-1151 • fax: (321) 871-1787
“OED’s primary services include outreach to companies to keep track of their needs, helping get permits processed, helping find expansion sites, financing, aid with recycling and energy conservation, and local hiring.”

Office of Economic Development
City of Berkeley, California

History: The Office of Economic Development’s industrial retention program began in 1988 as a way to retain good jobs for Berkeley residents with limited education and experience. After surveying local manufacturing firms, OED staff focused first on immediately trying to solve the specific problems and issues enumerated by the businesses. It then created programs to solve those problems. Finally, it worked to influence the West Berkeley Area Plan process to protect manufacturing as the district’s zoning was being rewritten.

Structure: OED is a regular operating department of city government. It provides about 1.25 full-time equivalent staff to the IRE effort. In addition, the Planning Department contributes 0.75 full-time staff. OED draws upon other city departments to deliver services as needed.

Primary Services: The primary services include outreach to companies to keep track of their needs, permit processing assistance, ombudsmanship with city government on public works or other issues, referral to sites for expansion, financing, aid with recycling and energy conservation, and local hiring.

Mechanism for Serving Low Income People: The IRE program encourages businesses that receive its assistance to hire entry-level workers through the city’s First Source Employment program (if businesses receive extensive assistance or certain other benefits from OED, they are required to use First Source). Employers give First Source the first notice of job openings, and consider candidates the program sends before they look to other sources of workers. First Source refers qualified local job candidates from area job-training agencies and other community sources to the employers.

Scale of Activity: In 1995, OED assisted 33 of Berkeley’s 230 manufacturers employing 935 of its 6,400 manufacturing workers. For seven of those firms, employing 272 workers, OED made a difference in whether they stayed or departed.

Special Projects: OED and First Source were involved in negotiating and implementing a development agreement with Bayer, Inc. that includes school-to-work, community college training and preferred access to a large number of well-paid bio-tech jobs at the company’s major plant in Berkeley.

Contact:
Bill Lambert, Director
Office on Economic Development, City of Berkeley
2118 Milvia Street, #200 • Berkeley, CA 94704
(510) 705-8123 • fax: (510) 883-6554
“SVA has focused on the needs of displaced steel workers rather than the long-term poor. Its view is that preserving manufacturing jobs in the Valley slows what had been a flood of increasing poverty.”

Steel Valley Authority
Duquesne, PA (near Pittsburgh)

History: The Steel Valley Authority (SVA) was formed in 1986 by a coalition of seven mayors and the Tri-State Conference on Steel. Tri-State is a coalition of church, community and labor activists. It was created to fight plant closures and advocate for the importance of higher-wage manufacturing jobs, at a time of immense loss of steel industry and related jobs in the Mon Valley area.

Structure: SVA is formally chartered by the state of Pennsylvania as a regional development organization with local governance. It is empowered to acquire industrial development projects by eminent domain, including projects to retain and develop existing industries. It also has certain powers to raise bond financing. The charter has mainly helped SVA gain legitimacy: the accompanying special powers have not been put to use. The staff is small (three full-time employees) and relies very heavily on referrals to other organizations.

Primary Services: SVA delivers four key services itself: exploring employee stock option plans for purchase of firms by workers; planning for succession, especially in family-owned firms; improving labor/management relations; and assisting with financing needs. Using referrals, it is heavily involved in technical assistance for production, technology, management and financial operations.

Mechanisms for Serving Low income People: SVA does not have a major program component specifically designed for this purpose. Its view is that preserving manufacturing jobs in the Valley slows what had been a flood of increasing poverty. It has focused on the needs of displaced steel workers rather than the long-term poor. SVA has, however, pursued several projects which target low income communities and workers. These include the City Bakery — an ultimately unsuccessful effort to save a 100-worker firm in the inner city — and the successful rescue of the Homewood Products Co. in an African American community.

Scale of Activity: From 1993-1995, SVA made a significant impact in 39 companies’ decisions to stay. Those firms employed over 5,500 people. Annually, it has helped retain 13 firms and 1,848 jobs. In 1995 alone, it assisted 45 companies employing nearly 7,000 workers (that was, however, only a small portion of the huge regional manufacturing base of about 70,000 or more workers).

Special Projects: SVA initially attempted to rescue several very large steel facilities on the verge of closure or that had already shut down. These efforts failed, in significant part because SVA could not arrange adequate financing in situations of substantial risk. SVA has now shifted to working with more manageable-sized businesses, frequently in crisis but at an earlier stage, where shutdown is not imminent. It uses its close working relationships, notably with technology experts at Southwestern Pennsylvania Industrial Revitalization Corporation, to extend its services.

Contact:
Tom Croft, Executive Director
1 Library Place, #201 ♦ Duquesne, PA 15110
(412) 460-0488
“WIRE-Net’s program, Hire Locally, takes in job orders from area manufacturers and refers area residents from its job candidate bank to employers.”

Westside Industrial Retention and Expansion Network (WIRE-Net), Cleveland, Ohio

**History:** In 1986, during a period of intense rust-belt decline, three community development corporations (CDCs) with some background in working with area businesses joined together to form the Westside Industrial Retention and Expansion Network. WIRE-Net was designed to retain manufacturing businesses and jobs on Cleveland’s near west side. Its goals included providing employment opportunities for area residents and promoting collaboration between residents and businesses to stabilize and strengthen the community.

It interviewed 200 businesses to identify initial priorities, and those interviews still provide guidance today.

**Structure:** WIRE-Net is a membership organization of dues-paying businesses. Its board of directors is uniquely constituted. Each of the founding CDCs has a representative, and each appoints three businesspeople as additional members, producing a board that is both business and resident-controlled. WIRE-Net’s staff of nine provides business assistance and workforce services.

**Primary Services:** WIRE-Net’s diverse services to businesses include assistance with site finding, advocacy (principally with the city of Cleveland) for infrastructure and other community improvements, technology modernization and management technical assistance, joint purchasing of services, and training for managers and supervisors. It also provides job preparedness training and placement for entry-level workers.

**Mechanism for Serving Low income People:** WIRE-Net operates a program, Hire Locally, that takes in job orders from area manufacturers and refers area residents from its job candidate bank to employers. Manufacturers participate on a voluntary basis. Many firms identify Hire Locally as the organization’s first or second most valuable service. WIRE-Net also runs a school-to-work program in conjunction with the local high school and area manufacturers.

**Scale of Activity:** In 1995, WIRE-Net served 68 manufacturers with individual business services, 90 with group services such as joint purchases, and responded to 75 firms’ requests for Hire Locally job candidates (recipient firms may overlap). It made a key difference in whether 18 firms with 1,082 jobs stayed in the area or departed (out of about 350 manufacturers and 13,000 manufacturing employees in the area).

**Special Projects:** Using money from Pew Charitable Trust’s Neighborhood Preservation Initiative and matching funds from the Cleveland and Gund Foundations, WIRE-Net has expanded substantially in the last few years. It also provided the model for the Cleveland Industrial Retention Initiative, a city-wide program of local industrial assistance funded principally by the city government.

**Contact:**

John Colm, Executive Director
6516 Detroit Ave., #3 • Cleveland, OH 44102
(216) 631-7330 • fax: (216) 651-5096
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9 US Department of Commerce Statistical Abstract of the United States, p 410. Note that expert production workers (“precision production”) have education attainment very similar to service workers, higher than “operators/fabricators”.

10 See, among others, Galster and Mincy, Bound and Holzer, Moore and Laramore, and Hughes.


14 In order to retain access to the services.

15 Remember that these are locally generated initiatives which lack the kinds of applications, data collection requirements, etc. that often exist in common among sites funded by a single federal program.
The Strategy in Practice

Mission and Goals

Our IRE study sites shared a common mission:

✦ Retaining and expanding manufacturing businesses and employment.

✦ Increasing economic opportunity for local residents, especially the disadvantaged or potentially dislocated, by helping them qualify for and obtain manufacturing jobs and promotions.

✦ Improving the economic health of the community through employment opportunity.

✦ Improving the broader community and social health (for example, improving education, security, appearance, social engagement) by strengthening business and other institutions and linking them in shared efforts with the broad citizenry.

The organizations varied in how much weight they put on each aspect. But all agreed on a vision of promoting the success of manufacturers because of their potential to contribute as stakeholders in the community. All believed in communities drawing on industrial jobs and collaboration with business to stabilize and revitalize themselves. JARC focused on raising the skills of workers, while SVA tried to strengthen management. But their ends varied far less than their means.

Planning and Implementing an IRE Strategy

Origins and Crucial Players

Although the structure and evolution of the IREs we studied are diverse, they offer some lessons about the shaping of successful institutions:

✦ Many different IRE organizational structures can work effectively, provided that key capabilities are in place.

✦ The central players must include a strong and consistent voice for serving the disadvantaged — or that goal will get lost.

✦ Firms must have an effective way to communicate their real business needs to the central IRE program operators. Manufacturers will become active community builders, but first they want to receive concrete, practical value to their businesses from the investment of their time and energy.

The specific structures of our four primary organizations were an eclectic mix:

✦ WIRE-Net was founded by leaders of three community development corporations, each resident-based but with some experience in collaborating with business, together with activists in a statewide organization aimed at building community-labor coalitions to reduce plant closures and their impacts. Recognizing the importance of business involvement and of a larger geographic/economic base than the territory of any one CDC, they formed a single organization that was both business-driven and community-oriented.

WIRE-Net is a membership organization of businesses. Its board includes a permanent seat for each CDC, and three businesspeople selected by each CDC. Businesspeople define WIRE-Net’s direction, but CDCs have both their own voices — important in keeping the organization focused on benefiting the neighborhoods — and the opportunity to select members of the business community whom they know will work to benefit the larger community as well.

✦ Jane Addams Resource Center was a spin-off of a hundred-year-old settlement house with deep community roots and a history of service delivery. Recognizing the importance of well-paying jobs to the lives of residents, Hull House created an Economic Development Task Force of board, staff and community residents, which ultimately led to its forming the Jane Addams Resource Center.
Manufacturers will become active community builders, but first they want to receive concrete, practical value to their businesses from the investment of their time and energy.

JARC’s board includes a mix of manufacturing workers and businesspeople, others with business-related expertise, and educators — again combining participation of people committed to the community and those with both direct industrial involvement and community concerns.

- **Berkeley’s IRE program** is driven principally by the city government, in particular the staff of the city’s Office of Economic Development, which developed the initiative. Residents, workers, clergy, plant-closure activists, manufacturers, developers, small business owners and city staff all helped formulate a land-use plan that protected manufacturing space. The plan was adopted unanimously by the City Council.

  OED devised and implemented an IRE built around saving and expanding industrial jobs for those in need and aiding local businesses while preserving the environment. OED staff commitment to the initiative, bolstered by formally adopted land-use and targeted-employment policies, has protected the community interest to date. Industry concerns are tracked by surveying the firms and are responded to by extensive business services designed to meet those needs.

- **The Steel Valley Authority** was founded at organized labor’s initiative, in response to large-scale plant shutdowns and cutbacks in the Pittsburgh area. After organizing community support in many of the region’s towns, it gained formal state designation as an industrial authority with associated financing and eminent domain powers.

  Steel Valley Authority began its work in a relatively confrontational mode, confronting manufacturers on behalf of the area’s desperate workers and communities. Its approach has evolved toward a more collaborative business assistance strategy (while maintaining its commitment to worker participation in decisions). More than our other three sites, Steel Valley Authority limits its provision of direct services and instead draws on referrals and partners.

The other industrial initiatives we considered include another business-driven membership organization that lacked the CDC background of WIRE-Net; a community college-run program in collaboration with an old-time business association; a program that was originally state-sponsored and promoted by a business association and is now under private control; and a collaborative founded and controlled by a mix of neighborhood and business institutions. Clearly, it is not a consistent structure or evolution that signals success in this field.

### What Do IRE Programs Do?

Our study sites varied in the ways they supported businesses and workers, but all their programs were assembled from among 15 components. Most activities focused on helping businesses (with jobs as the primary desired benefit). Some involved helping would-be and current workers prepare for positions and get hired (benefiting residents as well as serving businesses’ need for qualified labor).

Table 2 summarizes the components present at each of the four primary IRE sites. The 15 components include:

1. **Doing Outreach.** IRE programs, particularly at their outset and ideally on a continuing basis, contact and interview the heads of manufacturing companies to learn about manufacturers’ problems, concerns and priorities for assistance and recruit business leadership and participation in the organization. The programs also build the individual relationships that contribute to trust, a willingness to hire from and contribute to the community, and comfort in letting the IRE organization in on matters involving company information and operations.

   As part of an “early warning” system for troubled firms, outreach also extends to union representatives, workers, utilities, banks and others who may have knowledge about companies near the brink.
2. Finding Sites. IREs help manufacturers find appropriate sites for operation or expansion. Older urban manufacturing areas often have a shortage of vacant sites that can be configured for modern factory use, cleared of toxic problems, combined or broken down into appropriate sizes, and otherwise made usable. Real estate brokers are not always fully informed about such areas, especially about spaces that need work. Manufacturers often allow little lead time for relocation.

IRE programs help solve firms’ space needs through outreach contacts, maintaining their own lists of available spaces, and/or establishing net

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>NUMBER OF FIRMS ASSISTED BY TYPE OF ASSISTANCE, 1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types of Assistance:</td>
<td>WIRE-Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding Sites</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Space</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permit Processing/Zoning/Environmental Review</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal Point for Government Policy Issues, Including Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Advocacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology - Related Services</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Management/Technical Assistance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Information/Referral Marketing Assistance</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Purchases (including security)</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Networking/Inter-firm Collaboration</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Financing</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Succession</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Abatements and Other Capital Subsidy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Training</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Placement/Linkage</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Manufacturing Companies Assisted</strong></td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Manufacturing Companies in Territory</strong></td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage of Companies Receiving Assistance</strong></td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 This activity has undergone very rapid growth since the 1995 year reported.
2 Twenty-two “referrals” were assumed evenly split between technology-related services and management/technical assistance.
3 This is roughly consistent with a scan of SVA’s summaries of individual firm cases.
4 Not including those for whom training was the sole significant service.
5 Manufacturing jobs only, within a broader program of placement.
6 1988 estimates. First figure is all manufacturing, second is metal fabrication sector.

Saving and Creating Good Jobs
works of brokers to whom they can refer manufacturers’ inquiries.

3. Developing Space. When there is a shortage of usable space, program operators sometimes do their own development or redevelopment of industrial sites. Or they may create incentives for others to do so. Then they may act as landlords, either to the general manufacturing market or to targeted tenants, such as new small businesses or a training program serving local residents.

4. Intervening with Local Government. Manufacturers need local government cooperation, particularly when they are expanding or moving. They need approvals of zoning and building permits, sign-offs on toxic handling and clean-up, and related go-aheads. Government approvals often can get tied up by misunderstandings, complex rules, difficulties in coordinating multiple regulatory bodies and processes, and, at times, staff incompetence and/or indifference to business deadlines.

Manufacturers also need ordinary services, such as getting dumped trash cleaned up or having police present as employees leave for home.

An IRE organization that repeatedly works on these kinds of problems and gets to know the players within the local government can overcome obstacles that companies — particularly smaller firms, with one-time problems and thin administrative staffs — cannot as easily address.

5. Serving as a Focal Point for Influencing Local Government Policy. Our IRE study organizations represented the interests of manufacturers, their local communities and themselves in several public policy arenas. The most significant were protecting manufacturing land uses from competition and replacement by other uses in (often politically contested) planning and zoning decisions; budget allocations for such items as street paving and other infrastructure improvements; and obtaining local public sector support for industrial retention programs (support was by no means a given, and varied widely in amount).

6. Providing Technology-Related Services. Some IRE programs include helping firms learn to adopt newer technologies, test leading-edge technologies for their possible value, and/or adapt existing methods to their particular circumstances. This assistance often involves partnering with technology services specialists and sometimes encouraging peer sharing of expertise. Again, smaller firms that don’t have staff expertise can be the biggest beneficiaries.

7. Providing General Management Technical Assistance. Aid in assessing and introducing new management techniques, analyzing and developing strategic plans, and other forms of people-intensive counsel is also provided in IRE programs — often through referrals or peer learning. Improving labor/management relations can be part of this type of aid.

8. Helping Secure Access to Financing. Our IRE organizations helped manufacturers with financing needs, particularly for plant and equipment, through direct loans from IRE program funds, help in identifying specialized loan sources and packaging loan applications to them, and improving access to conventional lenders and standard public loan guarantee programs. In one instance, an IRE organization developed new loan pools for under-served firms.

In general, IREs helped manufacturers obtain loans at market or modestly below market-rate terms in situations of conventional market or moderately more risk.

9. Organizing Joint Purchases. Group purchases of goods and services, at prices below what was available to individual firms, was a less common service. The IRE program either obtained a group discount, e.g., for telephone services, or provided a service, such as private security guards, that single firms could not afford on their own.

10. Providing Marketing Assistance. IRE organizations helped their participants pursue new markets by bidding jointly on jobs too big for one
firm, identifying each other as customers and jointly accessing more distant markets, such as overseas.

11. Creating Other Networking Opportunities. Manufacturers often described the general opportunity to meet with fellow producers as an important IRE service. The value of the networking included, in addition to peer-learning and the joint efforts discussed above, the informal sharing of information (about markets, suppliers, training) and the personal contact that set the stage for possible future collaborations.

12. Helping Prepare for Owner Succession. At least two of the IRE efforts helped older business owners plan for transferring their firms to others when they retired, instead of shutting down. Employee buyout of current owners was given special attention.

13. Help in Obtaining Tax Abatements or Other Direct Subsidies. None of the IRE organizations we studied had direct control over a capital subsidy fund for support of manufacturing firms. In rare instances, however, they were able to help manufacturers obtain tax abatements or other grants from public sector sources. These were used for purposes ranging from feasibility studies to complete renovation of an obsolete structure.

14. Providing Job Training. IRE organizations provided a wide array of job-training programs, which they either operated themselves or contracted for through closely affiliated partners. These included brief job search/employability workshops to prepare people to seek and hold jobs; basic education and remediation; general introduction to manufacturing; industry- and task-specific skills training; and school-to-work programs, including education, job shadowing and internships/summer jobs.

15. Undertaking Job Placement and Linkage. Several of the sites we studied run large-scale job placement functions, either independently or in connection with their job-training work. By building relations with the businesses they assist, they are able to convince employers to try hiring entry-level employees from the community. The IRE organization recruits, screens and refers qualified local people to the employers, who make their own hiring decisions.

In some localities, linkage programs have leverage with employers through formal agreements, assuring at least some consideration for the candidates as entry-level positions open. In most of the IRE sites, however, the incentive to use the placement program is simply the need for qualified candidates — a need employers gave high priority to, in areas of both weak and strong markets. Training/linkage is thus a service to both job seekers and manufacturers.

Although we arbitrarily placed job training and linkage at the end of the list, providing jobs to disadvantaged job seekers is at the heart of our definition of successful economic development work. These workforce services provide the means to target the benefits of the job stability and growth that the IRE programs aim to foster.

Furthermore, because manufacturers at most sites ranked workforce issues as extremely important to them, job training and recruitment of qualified workers would have been key services even without the concern about targeting. Many employers — and some IRE staff and board leaders — thought that the shortage of qualified young people reflected special conditions in their geographic or industrial sector area. In Cleveland, the high visibility loss of major steel plants discouraged parents, children and schools from considering manufacturing as a career. In Oregon, environmental fights over timber cutting had given furniture-making and other secondary wood products industries a bad name.

In fact, although most sites thought their circumstances were unique, nearly all needed more com-
In addition to programs serving employers and workers, IRE efforts often design and implement other neighborhood improvement programs not directly involved with jobs.

Competent entry-level employees. Everywhere, young people were discouraged from pursuing manufacturing careers by the perception that the whole industry was dead. Specialized conditions may have played some role, but a general shortage of well-prepared entry workers wanting to give manufacturing a try clearly affected employers' conception of priority needs as well.

In addition to programs serving employers and workers, IRE efforts often involve other joint efforts to improve communities. The IRE organizations, local residents and manufacturers and other businesses may capitalize on their expanding relationships to help save a school slated for closing or complete a neighborhood clean-up.

Figure 2 represents conceptually the directions of assistance and cooperation at the various sites. The IRE organization provides business assistance, referrals to other service providers and, in many cases, job candidates and/or training. Manufacturers request and use assistance and hire local workers. Residents seek and gain work with the manufacturers, often by way of IRE programs. And all three, often at the initiative of the IRE organization, design and implement other neighborhood improvement programs not directly involved with jobs.
As the economy has strengthened, IRE programs have expanded their work finding sites, helping obtain permits, protecting industrial land and even creating sites.

Scale and Mix of Activities

In three of our four primary sites, the IRE programs have substantive contact with a significant proportion of area manufacturing firms. As Table 2 shows (third row from the bottom), the number of firms receiving at least one form of assistance in a single year ranged from 33 to 253 (even omitting outreach contacts or memberships not resulting in a separate service). Three of the four reach a significant portion of all manufacturers with some service in a single year. The partial exception is the Steel Valley Authority. SVA assists a substantial number of firms each year. But, in deliberately choosing an enormous area for attention, it can respond only to cases involving imminent risk of shutdown or departure, plus a small share of other firms with pressing needs.

The four sites have different core or priority activities, as shown in Table 2.

✦ Berkeley Office of Economic Development focuses on permit processing and related site finding, along with infrastructure improvements and financing. OED operates in a market with little readily available and usable space and complex permit processes. Much of its work goes into facilitating expansion of existing firms and re-use of existing but outmoded industrial sites.

✦ Jane Addams Resource Center has committed much of its staffing and budget to job training to upgrade the skills and education of existing workers. But it also serves large numbers of firms within its Targeted Development Program. It helps them find sites, upgrade and get training in technology, and intervenes with local government on infrastructure and regulatory matters and smaller service needs. It has also done a moderate amount of its own industrial real estate development and management.

✦ Steel Valley Authority, on its own and heavily through referrals, provides management and related technical assistance and aid with technology modernization. It also provides advocacy on a variety of fronts and (in a smaller number of cases) intensive work on financing and aid with owner succession.

✦ WIRE-Net provides probably the most diverse set of services, especially now that it has recently extended its work. In 1995, it was finding sites, intervening with local government on manufacturers’ behalf, arranging joint purchases and aiding in job placement. Recently it expanded into marketing and technology and increased its role in job training.

We noticed certain patterns at our sites. Assistance with adopting new technology is provided primarily in locations in which a subsector of manufacturing is dominant. In such instances of numerous manufacturers of related products, it is easier to find common technological ground and thus spread the often high cost of introducing a technology and training. To obtain cost-sharing in instances where no sector is preeminent, WIRE-Net is currently experimenting with mechanisms of peer training among smaller groups of related firms, as well as aiding firms with technology that is common across sectors. Technology improvement and skills training are correctly perceived as complementary in raising productivity, by firms and IREs, and are often pursued together.

As the general economy has strengthened, followed by tightened markets for space, IRE activity in site-finding, permitting, zoning protection for industry and especially site-creating has expanded. Job training is a challenging and resource-absorbing activity. Some organizations have committed to it as their primary work. Others have sought (or allowed) partners to provide it and/or tried to improve it, especially by increasing manufacturers’ role in design and presentation.

None of the four sites is able to include everything it might like. Although we selected our study
“In Berkeley, city policy had essentially been to view manufacturing as inevitably disappearing. OED’s face-to-face survey revealed firms’ interests in expanding and staying in Berkeley as well as a desire to hire locally.”

### Table 3
**IRE Initiatives Budget and Staffing, 1995**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>ANNUAL BUDGET</strong> ($ expenditures)</th>
<th><strong>STAFF (FTE)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIRE-Net</td>
<td>$443,383</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley OED</td>
<td>$214,603</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JARC</td>
<td>$750,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVA</td>
<td>$415,176</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sites based on their appearing to be among the most productive IRE performers in the country, they all operate with very limited resources. Partners augment the IRE staffing, but partners do not always participate for free, and their dollars are limited as well.

Table 3 summarizes the very modest budgets and staffing at our four primary sites. Staff size ranges from only two full-time people in Berkeley (where the staff can on occasion draw on other OED staff for assistance) to 20 at Jane Addams Resource Center, with its heavy complement of trainees and teachers.

The budget for each site is three-quarters of a million dollars or less. In each case, expenses are overwhelmingly for staff salaries and benefits.

### How the Programs Have Evolved

Each of our prime study sites has undertaken significant planning, analysis and adjustment during the start-up and course of its IRE effort. Each must respond to changing conditions, to business and resident needs and opportunities, and to the lessons that the successes, failures and limitations in their programming have taught them. The four separate case studies detail this evolutionary process extensively. In general:

- **Serious and continuing study of industrial conditions and needs**, with corresponding adjustment in programming, is an important part of IRE. Existing knowledge of market realities and priority needs of firms and residents — as well as contact with businesses — is generally limited at the outset — just when knowing what are genuinely useful services is critical to build credibility.

- **Specific conditions such as availability of space and the tightness of the labor market constantly change**, changing what kinds of assistance are important.

- **It takes time for an IRE organization to develop its own capacity and understanding**, build relationships with partners, entice expanded financial support and extended participation, and otherwise increase its ability to identify, allocate and/or take on tasks. Experience, personal contacts, track record and relationship-building open new windows of opportunity. Taking advantage of those windows requires conscious capacity build-
Steel Valley Authority has gradually shifted away from working with firms in immediate crisis toward providing an “early warning system” that is linked to a set of services designed to help struggling businesses.

Not every program that seems promising will work, particularly in its initial form. Self-evaluation, amending strategy, re-working program specifics, changing partners’ roles and similar adjustments are valuable parts of IRE efforts.

In Berkeley, the Office of Economic Development together with the Chamber of Commerce undertook the first outreach to manufacturers. City policy had essentially been to view manufacturing as inevitably disappearing. OED’s face-to-face survey revealed firms’ interests in expanding and staying in Berkeley, a desire to hire locally, and an array of suggestions for city assistance.

Data from the outreach survey and from follow-up assistance to individual firms brought about new land-use policy that protected manufacturing from displacement. Manufacturers’ reported interest in expansion space shaped initial program priorities in site-finding and permit processing. Continuing tracking of tightening space availability and needs for larger spaces later led OED to also focus on facilitating re-use of large industrial sites.

Jane Addams Resource Center began with a plan to do a detailed study of the local economy, carried out a six-month planning process, and selected one of its largest sectors, metal stamping and other metal fabrication, for concentration. JARC then focused its Targeted Development Project on joint marketing, modernization, training existing employees to fit with technology modernization, and helping firms find space.

Over time, it has shifted its focus and internal capacities to training existing workers, seeing training as increasingly central to meeting resident and manufacturer needs. It has studied job skill requirements in order to increase worker mobility and the training’s usefulness to employers. It is also expanding training for entry-level workers.

As space has tightened, it has developed its own real estate and advocated on zoning in re-orienting its assistance to firms in response to market changes. It has also taken advantage of new opportunities for land use planning and new resources for infrastructure in industrial corridors offered by the city of Chicago’s Model Corridors program, de-emphasizing joint marketing and leaving technology services to its local partners.

In the beginning, Steel Valley Authority preferred confrontation to collaboration, taking on the owners and managers of large plants that had shut down or were closing. It concentrated on such approaches as worker buyouts and extensive modernization investment.

Its focus on large companies in crisis was a logical response to the massive plant closures confronting the region. It viewed the shutdowns as unnecessarily wasting both physical assets accumulated with worker labor, and human assets accumulated within skilled workers. Steel Valley Authority also judged that management mistakes and owners’ demands for unreasonable returns on investment were the major reasons for closure, more so than union wages.

But Steel Valley Authority failed to save these large firms. This early experience convinced it that dealing at the crisis stage with large plants requiring large amounts of capital was not an effective strategy.

Gradually, it shifted away from working with firms in immediate crisis and toward providing an “early warning system” linked to a set of business services. It still provides assistance with ownership succession, financing, modernization and improved management and labor/management relations. But the companies are smaller, and the warning network includes not only observant union officials
and workers, but active outreach to current management to identify problems in a more collaborative way.

Government cooperation has expanded, as has the outside expertise SVA draws on for referrals. Steel Valley Authority has also responded to the financing needs by creating its own union-backed investment fund. It anchors its work firmly in a rich and expanding database on the circumstances of area companies.

WIRE-Net initially based its program on the results of an outreach survey of manufacturers’ priorities. For a number of years, it built its credibility in areas such as job linkage, joint purchases, site finding, intervention with city government — areas largely outside the internal operations of individual firms.

At the same time, WIRE-Net was expanding its membership as it provided valuable services and created personal relationships between its staff and area executives — all with a staff of three and a half full-time employees.

When it received a major infusion of foundation funds, WIRE-Net was able to identify long-standing areas of promise for expanded programming. Several of these — including marketing, technology and management assistance — were “inside-the-plant-gate” services. Because area firms were already comfortable with WIRE-Net staff and considered it their own organization, they were willing to participate in these more sensitive activities.

WIRE-Net could also draw on its experience in job placement to recognize its needs in areas such as job training and know the staff skills it needed to add. It also recognized its need to take on more industrial real estate development functions in tightening markets.

All of the IRE organizations we examined continue to look ahead. Each currently has additional services under development and has identified specific issues it would like to address more fully once it can develop needed capacity and resources (see Chapter 6 for more information on opportunities for improvement and expansion).

### Importance of Partnerships

Partnerships are central to the ability of the small-scale IRE organizations we studied to deliver quality services. Each site believes that its credibility and thus survival depend on its ability to deliver top flight services. But no one has a staff large enough to allow specialized expertise in every area that the ambitious organizations seek to serve.

In addition, there are services other players are better positioned to deliver. A nonprofit IRE organization can advocate effectively for improved trash pick-up, but it probably would not collect garbage very efficiently. In this situation, the city Public Works Department is a necessary collaborator.

We found that successful Industrial Retention and Expansion programs typically involve sophisticated “collaboratives,” even though only a small number of the collaborators may formally identify itself as being part of such a relationship. The specific set of partnerships in a given case varies depending on the primary player and its historical roles and local businesses’ needs and priorities.3

IRE partnerships commonly include:

✦ Manufacturers.
✦ Local and state government.
✦ Education, training and placement institutions.
✦ Property owners and real estate brokers.
✦ Technology service providers (and equipment suppliers).
✦ Sources of capital.
Workers and trade unions.

Sources of management and other technical assistance.

Other community organizations sharing common goals.

Players in external markets.

Foundations and other sources of financial support.

Individual clients.

The federal government (even in our case studies, whose selection criteria included not being driven by federal initiatives or funding).

Assistance from WIRE-Net’s foundation partners enabled it to nearly triple its staffing and greatly extend programming. Representatives from three area CDCs give it community support, and manufacturers provide legitimacy, peer training and priority setting. The local high school and community college help provide its training. It prides itself on being able to work with a difficult local government bureaucracy to obtain services for manufacturers, and it has been a major force in pushing the city into funding IRE programs city-wide. WIRE-Net and the federally established regional manufacturing assistance center have shared technology work.

Even with multiple collaborators, WIRE-Net tends to take on services itself, combining staff and business effort — perhaps out of its strong belief in the “ownership” of services by the business community.

Steel Valley Authority gained initial legitimacy from its state-chartered authority and has drawn on state funding for its warning system. The warning system outreach was initially conducted in collaboration with the Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh and later linked banks, utilities, labor, business associations and other economic development groups. Steel Valley Authority’s very small staff defines its model of service delivery as based heavily on referrals — especially today on referrals in financing, feasibility analysis (especially in complex cases), management and technology.

Steel Valley Authority has regular partners that it uses repeatedly in each of these areas, along with staff experts who otherwise lack the time to work as much in depth with one firm as these projects can require.

Union staff and workers help inform the warning system. Organized labor has been key to Steel Valley Authority’s start-up investment fund.

Jane Addams Resource Center (JARC) maintains a close relationship with area metal fabricators (the Metalworking Consortium), collaborating on job skill standards, training programs, placement and mobility for workers. In its early work in marketing, JARC built relationships with manufacturers and other outside actors who could use local metal fabricators as suppliers.

More recently, the city has been an important collaborator in the Model Corridors program, funding infrastructure needs and JARC’s first substantial training for unemployed workers. The local school district is a collaborator in school-to-work efforts (however, its financial and education limitations have at times limited progress). Attempted partnering with the regional technology center failed because of the high scale required and high cost for small firms (WIRE-Net had the same problem working with the manufacturing assistance center in its region).

Berkeley’s Office of Economic Development found political allies among labor, manufacturers and church leaders in gaining land use regulation to protect industrial uses. As an administrative entity within a city hall highly skeptical about manufacturing, it needed outside support for this part of its mission.
As a recently created department, OED also had to develop cooperative relationships with other city departments to meet manufacturers’ requests for service and infrastructure improvements. Its site-finding service uses a network of private real estate brokers. Its job placement program involves training provided by community-based groups, schools and other government agencies who refer candidates.

Lacking a regional technology center (until recently), OED has not attempted to aid with technology adoption. But it has collaborated with its neighbor city Oakland, using state and local funds, on an expansion of recycling and related businesses.

With less than two full-time staff devoted to manufacturing, OED must depend on partners for detailed carry-through of business assistance efforts and for all workforce development operations. It can extend its programmatic reach only where it can find partners to undertake and finance added functions.

These and other partnerships are described more fully in the individual site case studies. Significant elements of IRE’s strategic program development are:

- Recognizing which elements of a system are most important, given local and national circumstances.
- Deciding which services would best be delivered by others and, for these services, deciding who could best deliver them.
- Developing initial partnerships and successful operating relationships.
- Adding to its array of partnerships as its programs expand.

Endnotes

1. Plus additional at-large members.
2. Not, of course, in SVA, where huge surpluses of space still exist.
3. With the exception of aid to schools that are developing school-to-work programs (which seems to be considered part of broader community building as well), for which the schools are the central program delivery agents.
4. Including support staff.
5. As well of course as the availability of various kinds of institutions as potential participants.
What Did the Programs Accomplish?

The IRE programs we examined cover territories with many manufacturing businesses. They provide at least some assistance to a significant share of these businesses each year. The key questions, however, are whether their activities actually keep firms in the area, foster competitiveness and growth, and increase job opportunities for disadvantaged people. Our conclusion is that the programs are having major impacts of these kinds and at a low cost per job affected.

The Programs’ Direct Impacts

Consider first the number of businesses and jobs impacted, as summarized in Table 4. To determine this, we asked IRE program staff to separate out firms for which their organization’s action — either alone or as a significant part of a larger effort by partners — had been key to retaining firms, helping them expand, or aiding their start-up or move into the area.

TABLE 4
Annual Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Manufacturing Businesses Retained/ Attracted</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>55¹</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Jobs Retained/ Attracted</td>
<td>1,082</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>2,460</td>
<td>1,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Local Residents Hired through Placement Program</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>40²</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>no program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Firms Given Skill Training</td>
<td>no program</td>
<td>no program</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>no program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Total Workers in Firms with Major Skill Training</td>
<td>no program</td>
<td>no program</td>
<td>2,275</td>
<td>no program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Workers Trained (Significant New Skills)</td>
<td>no program</td>
<td>Separate program</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>no program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Total Mfg. Firms in Area</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>n.a./60³</td>
<td>7,000⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Total Mfg. Jobs in Area</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>18,000/3,600³</td>
<td>70,000⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. % of All Mfg. Businesses Affected Annually [i = a/g]</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. % of All Mfg. Workers Affected Annually [j = (b+e)/h]</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>less than 2.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Not including those for whom training was the sole significant service.
² Manufacturing jobs only, within a broader program of placement.
³ 1988 estimates. First figure is all manufacturing, second is metal fabrication sector.
⁴ Estimate of manufacturers with 10 or more workers.
⁵ Estimated minimum based on 7,000 manufacturers each with 10 or more workers.
In one year, WIRE-Net made a difference for over five percent of area firms and nearly eight percent of area jobs — enough to sharply change the pattern of decline or growth of manufacturing in the area.

We then checked those estimates by discussing the IRE program's importance with a (admittedly non-random) sample of the companies. In each case, we asked program staff to explain what assistance was provided in response to what issues. Note that, in general, the estimates do not account for expansions facilitated (or contractions avoided) by increasing firms' competitiveness through such mechanisms as technology upgrades and worker skill training. Thus they likely underestimate total impact.

Consider WIRE-Net's impact: Table 2 shows that in 1995 alone, WIRE-Net provided assistance with manufacturing, employment placement or joint purchasing to over 200 of the area's 350 firms. It claims that for 18 of these (involving 1,082 jobs), WIRE-Net's services (alone or with partners) made the key difference in whether the company stayed and prospered in (or was attracted to) the area (see Table 4). That one-year impact amounts to making a difference for over five percent of area firms and nearly eight percent of area jobs. That much impact is sufficient to change sharply the pattern of decline or growth of manufacturing in WIRE-Net's area, even if WIRE-Net overestimated its role.

WIRE-Net's job placement program placed more than 150 people in 1995 (and over 250 a year since 1995).¹ Eighty-seven were local people gaining jobs that, in the absence of the Hire Locally program, would likely have gone to people outside the WIRE-Net area. The share of those jobs going to economically disadvantaged people and/or people of color was about double their proportion in WIRE-Net's territory.

WIRE-Net also produced some other valuable outputs not shown in Table 4: over $4.5 million in infrastructure improvements, 40 acres of industrial land protected for heavy industrial use, and nearly $300,000 in loans (see Table 5).

### TABLE 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outputs Other than Individual Firms Assisted, Jobs Retained/Created, Job Training and Placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIRE-Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans resulting from packaging or referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of infrastructure improvements obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial land protected by zoning, land use advocacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial space developed directly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial space development (by others) encouraged, assisted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Annual average over 5 years.
² Two-thirds of this work was completed in the 2 years preceding 1995.
³ Includes part of 1996.
⁴ Two buildings completed in 1991 and 1994 and still owned and operated by JARC.
⁵ Information not available.
In the first five years of Berkeley’s IRE program, a long-term decline in manufacturing employment ended, and manufacturing jobs have grown ever since.

The Berkeley Office of Economic Development program shows a similarly substantial impact. Although OED credits itself with significant effect on only eight firms in 1995, that still constitutes over three percent of all city manufacturers. And those eight firms involve about 14 percent of the city’s total manufacturing employment: again far more than enough to reverse or redirect annual employment trends in the sector.

In addition, Berkeley’s job placement program linked 40 local workers to manufacturing jobs alone. Our case study analysis suggests strongly that those jobs went to people in economic need and people of color who generally would not have had access to these positions. The business assistance effort also helped produce over $2 million in loans, more than 350,000 square feet in added industrial space, and about five acres in protected industrial land use each year.

Jane Addams Resource Center’s impact is somewhat more difficult to assess because so many of its resources are directed to training existing workers. It is difficult to determine in which instances the skill and education upgrades, along with complementary services in technology and other areas, were critical to firms’ abilities to survive and grow. If we look only at its estimate of impacts for the Targeted Development Project (non-training) assistance to manufacturers, then JARC made a difference with 2,460 manufacturing jobs in a year. Again, this level (14 percent of total manufacturing workers in the area) would strongly shift manufacturing job growth trends — even though we are comparing it to all manufacturing employment in the area, not just metal fabricating, where JARC concentrates.

In addition, JARC trained about 290 existing workers for more highly paid jobs and produced other retention/expansion outputs, including the 2,275 jobs it says it saved by training the 290 workers in the same firms. JARC also produced nearly 70,000 square feet in manufacturing/incubator space it owns and manages, and it protected 2.5 acres of land from non-manufacturing re-use.

Steel Valley Authority’s manufacturing assistance was estimated to impact about the same number of companies and jobs as the other three IRE programs: 13 companies a year involving about 1,850 jobs. Those figures constitute a much smaller share of all manufacturing in the vast SVA territory: not nearly enough to change the overall trend line.

SVA might be able, at some point, to “scale up” to deal with the larger area and greater concentration of manufacturing. Its niche, working with firms in crisis and near-crisis, however, may inherently limit its sweep.

Overall Impacts on Manufacturing

For WIRE-Net, Berkeley OED and JARC, their estimated impact on jobs through assistance to specific firms would be sufficient to make a major impact on recent trends in manufacturing employment. As a further check of their impact, we gathered information on overall manufacturing activity in their areas before and after IRE programs were instituted.

Information for Berkeley is the most detailed. In the five-year period beginning in 1987, an extended decline in manufacturing employment ended, and manufacturing jobs have grown ever since. It was in that same period that OED began ad hoc assistance to individual manufacturers, undertook its outreach survey, helped push land-use conversion controls to protect industry, and made providing business assistance to several kinds to manufacturing firms a top priority.

This match between program start-up and manufacturing sector turnaround was no coincidence (say, due to macro-economic conditions changing at the same time). Before the IRE program was initiated, Berkeley lost manufacturing jobs at a
WIRE-Net’s program costs barely exceeded $200 per job, an exceptionally low figure compared to other job-generating programs.

What Did It Cost to Produce a Job?

IRE programs at our four primary sites are extremely cost-efficient compared to other mechanisms for creating and/or protecting jobs. Even if we make extremely conservative assumptions in counting jobs and other outputs for which IRE interventions made a significant difference, the costs per job are very low.

Unit costs are estimated in Table 6. They are based on the outcomes just described, data from organizational budgets, and executive directors’ allocations of staff time to various functions. All make the extremely conservative assumption that no other manufacturing services except those that directly resulted in saving or expanding a specific business were of any value. Thus, all costs of such assistance are divided by the number of jobs saved (costs for job training and placement programs were separated out, however).

As Table 6 shows, WIRE-Net program costs alone (basically staff and overhead) barely exceeded $200 per job: an exceptionally low figure compared to other job-generating programs. For most companies and jobs, that program cost constituted most of the total cost of the interventions that retained the jobs. The $218 figure thus provides a reasonable estimate of unit cost.

We also estimated the cost for the financial assistance (below-market interest rate financing and tax abatements) that a few firms received from other sources, since that might well be considered part of the total costs of retaining them. Those costs, spread over all 1,082 jobs, are in the range of $115 to $2,650 per job, yielding estimated total unit costs of between about $300 and $2,900.
Program costs for the lead IRE organizations compare very favorably with costs experienced and/or allowed under other federal and state job creation programs.

Looking at the first two rows of Table 6, we see that the costs per job retained/created are remarkably consistent across the four sites. Program costs for the lead IRE organizations (row 1) are all below $250 per job. Including external capital subsidies produces total unit costs (row 2) for the other organizations that are easily within WIRE-Net’s $300-$2,900 range.10

This range of costs compares very favorably with costs experienced and/or allowed under other federal and state job creation programs. Estimates for the federal government’s Urban Development Action Grants program are around $10,000 per job — and close to $50,000 per job if only jobs for low income people are counted.11 CDBG program rules allow job impact as low as one job per $35,000 for a city’s whole economic development effort, and one job per $50,000 for a single project. An estimate of only the CDBG program costs (not including the other funds, such as capital subsidies, that also went into CDBG-supported economic development efforts) for a sample of CDBG recipient localities is $2,718 per job.12

Indeed, if one were concerned that the IRE organizations might have systematically overstated their impacts, it is noteworthy that cutting in half the number of estimated jobs retained/created would still leave costs per job low in comparison to other programs. Allocating some “bricks and mortar” program costs to other-than-jobs goals (such as blight reduction) leaves IRE with a significant cost advantage.

The reasons that manufacturing retention/expansion programs are cost efficient are not difficult to discern. A business retention approach is built on relationships. The manufacturing assistance organizations learn about firms’ needs, provide direct services, and build links to other actors and institutions that can serve the companies as well. In a small number of cases, they provide capital subsidies, but, in most instances, these subsidies are neither large nor central to the retention process.

We also have data about job placement/linkage and training costs for the IRE programs that have been providing these services. The Berkeley and

---

**TABLE 6**

**Costs per Unit Outcomes, FY 1995**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IRE Organization</th>
<th>WIRE-Net</th>
<th>Berkeley OED</th>
<th>JARC</th>
<th>SVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs per Job Retained/ Created</td>
<td>$218</td>
<td>$247</td>
<td>$75(^1)</td>
<td>$166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs Including Other agencies (Financing and Consulting)</td>
<td>$333-2,868</td>
<td>$574(^2)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$1,132(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs per Job Placement</td>
<td>$486</td>
<td>$1,317</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs per Job Trainee</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$720</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\) It should be noted that some firms received JARC assistance through both its training programs and Targeted Development Project. Therefore, the cost-per-job created or retained for both training and Targeted Development is likely to be somewhat understated because some firms received assistance under both of these activities and, thus, were double-counted. Data that would have enabled us to adjust for this factor were unavailable.

\(^2\) We assume that all of below-market loans carried a 5% interest rates, versus 8% from non-subsidized sources, and an average term of seven years (five years is typical for equipment, ten or longer for real estate). $12 million @ 8% @ 7 years provides $3,710,964 in interest fees; $12 million @ 5% @ 7 years provides $2,246,980. The difference ($1,463,924) divided by the program’s five years of operation is $292,785.

\(^3\) This figure is based on adding the cost for one month of two full-time manager/engineer grade salaries ($10,000) plus a $20,000 interest subsidy (3% subsidy for 10 years for $100,000), and then subtracting a per company cost already reflected in the SVA budget ($72,000 in annualized consulting costs divided by 13 firms or $5,500). This figure ($24,500) was divided by 33 employees.
WIRE-Net had its largest impacts first in helping firms find and get approvals for sites and, second, in helping recruit and hire entry-level workers.

WIRE-Net programs’ placement costs are significantly lower compared to the private-sector costs of recruitment, screening and hiring. This is true even though First Source and Hire Locally dealt with a more difficult-to-place population. The corresponding figures for the Western and mid-Western region are $6,691 and $1,229, above the respective figures for placement in Table 6.13

JARC’s training costs are also lower than those for other programs. Although data for truly comparable skill-upgrading programs for the currently employed — JARC’s focus — are hard to find, one survey of training programs showed JARC at or near the least expensive.14

Which Program Components Mattered the Most?

Of the many program elements we described in Chapter III, some appear most significant in determining whether firms are successfully retained. Table 7 shows the number of firms for which IRE program assistance was believed crucial to their decisions to stay or expand and that received various types of aid at each key site.15

WIRE-Net had its largest impacts first in helping firms find and get approvals for sites and, second, in helping recruit and hire entry-level workers.16 Financing was third, but discussion with WIRE-Net staff revealed it to be a “distant third.” In several cases in which financing was designated, a firm did receive lending help from WIRE-Net and/or a partner, but that was not the most valuable form of aid (and definitely not WIRE-Net’s prime contribution). Other common WIRE-Net activities, such as joint purchasing among firms and advocacy with local government (other than on the provision and protection of sites), were less often considered the key to retention.

In the long haul, however, advocacy for zoning and infrastructure improvements that meet manufacturers’ needs may prove to be “make or break” services. Inside-the-plant-gate assistance with technology and marketing were undergoing major expansions at the time of our visit; their impacts on retention may also grow with time.

Berkeley OED’s major impact was in site finding and permit approval assistance, often in the specific form of assisting firm expansions. The combination of assistance with permit processing, site selection and environmental review constituted the bulk of its activity (some environmental work, however, involved clearing emissions problems on current sites rather than dealing with expansions).

This concentration of effects is consistent with Berkeley OED’s history as a successful incubator of manufacturing firms that, in the past, had often departed because they couldn’t quickly enough get space to expand or have other needs of maturing firms met. The role of job placement reflects the importance given to that function, and the independent but closely linked First Source program. Although, unlike WIRE-Net or JARC, the City of Berkeley controls loan funds, the number of financing/loan packaging cases was modest.

Among these four sites, JARC reports the most diverse services with strong impacts. One grouping is in technology services, worker training and management assistance, with the emphasis on enhancing manufacturer and worker competitiveness. Another grouping is advocacy (on land use, infrastructure, etc.) and actual infrastructure improvement.

Many firms received general information and referrals, but it is not clear that those services alone — rather than in combination with others — would have retained jobs. JARC does no financing of its own but did refer manufacturers to “other resources” for purposes that may have included finance. It did not, however, identify financing even by its partners as being significant in retention success.
Steel Valley Authority had its primary impact through combinations of services that match its orientation: technology and management assistance, access to financing and owner succession.

SVA had its primary impact through combinations of services that match its orientation: technology and management assistance, access to financing and owner succession. The other large categories fit with this focus. Reading the individual company summaries of what SVA provided, it is clear that the bulk of the referrals were to sources of outside expertise and funding in these same primary areas. “Advocacy” is used to refer to help resolving labor-management disputes, consideration of buyouts for companies planning to close and the like.

Several patterns are apparent. First, “enabling” actions that help firms conduct ordinary though not

### TABLE 7
Types of Assistance to Manufacturers that are Significantly Impacted: 1995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Assistance</th>
<th>WIRE-Net</th>
<th>Berkeley</th>
<th>JARC (3 yr. total 1993-95)</th>
<th>SVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturers Assisted by Other than Job Training/Placement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy (not elsewhere specified)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Regulations</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing/Loan packaging</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure improvements</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Problems not Elsewhere Specified</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Succession</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permit Processing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate\Site Selection</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral to other Resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Issues not Otherwise Specified</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety/ Crime Control Issues</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology/Computerization/ISO 9000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Referrals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 1 Manufacturers Assisted by Other than Job Training/Placement</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturers Assisted with Job Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturers Assisted with Job Placement</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Columns do not add to total because some were retained through more than one kind of assistance.

* WIRE-Net does provide placement services but did not have data available on number of firms helped with placement.
everyday activities — expansions, local moves, meeting environmental standards, getting access roads repaired — are clearly valuable in encouraging retention and growth. Much of the actual activity involves working closely with the manufacturer in a series of steps. This work often draws on the IRE program operator’s expertise, developed from extensive experience in these functions, that individual firms — especially small firms — may not have. It also draws on the contacts the operator has developed, at City Hall and elsewhere.

The results, particularly the cooperation from the public sector, solve the manufacturers’ specific operational needs. They also salve manufacturers’ feelings that they are often neglected and unappreciated despite their substantial economic contributions.

Second, the inside-the-plant-gate assistance provided by three of the four primary study sites (and by the other sector-oriented sites as well) seems to be growing in importance. Like the site expansion and related activities, services to improve competitiveness depend heavily on IRE program staff interaction with business, and even more heavily on outside sources of expertise.

Third, job training and placement are increasingly important. Their importance stems from their complementing other components of technological and management competitiveness and their ability to respond to emerging shortages of qualified workers. Only SVA, operating in an environment in which skilled labor is in all too great supply, does not have a substantial effort in this area.

Fourth, cheap loan financing and other capital subsidies have limited roles in the industrial retention efforts we examined. For WIRE-Net, Berkeley OED and JARC, below-market-rate financing or other capital subsidy is generally not provided to manufacturers. They and their partners have only limited subsidies available to begin with and, in most circumstances, neither they nor the firms themselves judge such subsidies as crucial to retention/expansion decisions.

Being able to help with access/referral to financing sources at market rates, especially for small loans or for firms without much credit history, is more often a need. In certain special circumstances, a loan fund that is cheap and/or takes risks is valuable: for example, in helping finance new environmental technologies in Berkeley, or restoring a historic but very obsolete plant in Cleveland. In rare cases, such as the Cleveland plant, a major subsidy in the form of taxes forgiven by a public sector partner may make or break a project.

But only in the case of SVA is the availability and cost of financing and other capital subsidies frequently at the center of a manufacturing retention strategy. SVA has specifically selected a strategic niche — rescuing threatened plant and company shutdowns — that makes financing of buyouts, major modernizations, etc., more of an issue. Even then, it is financing availability, hand-in-hand with labor-management cooperation and technological improvement, that most stands out as what companies need. Very little in our study supports building IRE programs around subsidized financing and tax breaks, as many local economic development programs historically have done.

It is worth noting that part of the reason that capital subsidies do not rate high in importance may be related to the basic IRE strategy focus, at our sites and in general. IREs pay relatively little attention to attracting businesses from other cities or regions (although the programs in our study do respond enthusiastically to firms that express interest in relocating to their turf). As a result, there is less cost competition with alternative locations. And (except for the early days of SVA) IREs have not focused on large plants of national and multinational firms, which might be the most responsive to competing capital subsidies.
The available evidence demonstrates that the programs serve disadvantaged local residents in numbers well in excess of their proportion in the population and workforce.

The programs we studied concentrated on growth and retention of small and mid-size, often locally controlled, firms. Their success suggests that the same focus, with its reduced importance of capital subsidies, also serves the local communities nicely on other grounds as well.

How Well Did They Hire Disadvantaged People and Serve Community Residents?

A commitment to training and hiring disadvantaged people for manufacturing jobs, along with participation by manufacturers and the IRE organization in community improvement activities, was at the center of our definition of an IRE strategy and our choice of study sites.

Hiring and Training

How did the IRE initiatives perform on this key dimension of their work? Three of the four primary sites feature a job placement and/or job training effort as part of their basic program. In each case, the available evidence demonstrates that the programs serve disadvantaged local residents in numbers well in excess of their proportion in the population and workforce. Here, we summarize the findings contained in more detail in the individual case studies (note that aggregate placement and training totals are already included in Table 4).

WIRE-Net used its Hire Locally placement program to concentrate hiring among local residents in need. It placed over 150 people in 1995 and over 250 people in 1996. In WIRE-Net’s largely working class and low income community, an estimated 89 percent of its manufacturing hires were local people. In the WIRE-Net area in general, only about one-third of manufacturing jobs went to local residents. People of color were placed at a rate (36 percent) twice that of their share of the area population. Ninety-one percent of placements were very low income (by HUD standards), again roughly double their proportion in the area population. Low income minorities had the same targeting results.

By accompanying their other business assistance with a targeted job placement program, WIRE-Net not only served manufacturers’ high-priority need for workers but concentrated hiring among disadvantaged community members. WIRE-Net’s new efforts to provide job preparation seminars and basic manufacturing skills training should serve to extend their targeting success.

Berkeley OED operated a First Source job placement program in which employers of all kinds agreed (under a variety of circumstances in which the city had leverage) to look first to OED job candidates when making entry and near-entry level hires. Berkeley’s targeting results were very similar to WIRE-Net’s. All its placements into manufacturing jobs were Berkeley residents, compared to 20 percent local hiring historically. Over nine in ten placements were from the low income and working class neighborhoods of West and South Berkeley, whose residents held only seven percent of all jobs citywide. Nearly four-fifths of manufacturing placements were minority — twice the minority share of all Berkeley manufacturing workers — in a city-wide labor force that is nearly two-thirds white.

First Source has the advantages of drawing directly on job candidates coming through local training organizations and, for a biotech firm that is easily its largest hiring manufacturer, through a specialized high school and community college program for at-risk youth. Its prime limitation has been in the scale of placing workers in manufacturing jobs. Despite the sector’s substantial revitalization and growth, First Source has made only around 40 manufacturing placements a year.

An increase in outreach to manufacturers — and some strengthening of training agencies’ ability to
“Over nine in ten OED placements were from the low income and working-class neighborhoods of West and South Berkeley, whose residents held only seven percent of all jobs citywide.”

prepare workers for manufacturing employment\textsuperscript{-} could increase First Source’s coverage of manufacturing job openings and thus assure more job targeting.

\textbf{JARC’s} training of existing workers in area metal-working factories is central to its overall service provision. The trainees are typically working poor, with annual wages ranging from $6 to $9 per hour. Many receive help with literacy, English as a Second Language (ESL) and basic math, along with specific job skills. JARC has no General Equivalency Degree (GED) or other minimum requirements for its trainees. As shown in Table 4, in 1995 JARC trained nearly 300 workers.

Unfortunately, JARC has not maintained records about the socio-economic characteristics of its trainees, except for six months in 1997. In that period, 40 percent of workers receiving training were Latino, 40 percent white, 14 percent African-American, and the rest Asian or Middle Eastern. Nearly all were male. Three-quarters had a high school education or less.

In 1995, JARC began training unemployed people and placed 41 of them into jobs. This program was substantially expanded in 1996.

\textbf{SVA} faced a different set of conditions: a surplus of well-trained workers. Its principal goal was to stem the tide of job losses, which were impoverishing the local workforce and driving people from their communities. With a surplus of skilled labor, SVA was not involved with training and placement.

It did, upon occasion, become involved in rescuing specific firms whose workforce was drawn principally from disadvantaged inner city neighborhoods.

\textbf{Of the four other IRE initiatives we looked at}, three had central components readiness disadvantaged people for work and/or placing them in jobs. For the Hosiery Technology Center in North Carolina and the Wood Products Competitiveness Corporation (WPCC) in Oregon, training was a primary function from the outset. While HTC’s training was not restricted to low income people, it did have a specific arrangement to bring in low income candidates.

The realities of wages and career choice will apparently produce similar results for WPCC. Northeast Milwaukee Industrial Development Corporation has both priority placement services and skills training in its early service package.

Only Greater North Pulaski Development Corporation in Chicago delayed in moving to formal programming in this area. At the time of our site visits, however, it was reviewing best practices elsewhere in order to select an approach of its own.

\section*{Did the Programs Help Their Communities in Other Ways?}

The contribution of IRE initiatives to the welfare of low income and working-class communities was not limited solely to hiring residents for manufacturing jobs. The work of just the primary initiatives included:

\begin{itemize}
  \item WIRE-Net’s development of Destiny Academy school-to-work programs at the area’s prime high school, its leadership in rescuing the school from possible closure, and its efforts in community clean-up and toxic removals in collaboration with its parent CDCs.
  \item Berkeley OED’s participation in the Bayer Development Agreement negotiation that produced subsidized child care, funds for a new community center, support for subsidized home rehab, collaboration in improving environmental safety reviews and other special features.
  \item JARC’s Learning Unlimited Program, a comprehensive package that assists dropout youth with their emotional and social as well as employment needs; its Adult Learners Program Services, using volunteer tutors to provide one-on-one or small group assistance to adults with educational
\end{itemize}
The manufacturers, residents and other leaders of the IRE initiatives became stakeholders not only in the IRE organizations but in their broader communities as well.

Endnotes

1 WIRE-Net case study report (around draft page 26)

2 See Berkeley case study. Overshadowing the land use results was the impact of the West Berkeley Plan OED helped catalyze.

3 JARC officials take the view that ultimately firms without skill-upgraded workers will fail, so that they can take credit for retaining all jobs in the firms for whom they train.

4 Nor for other communities within Chicago for comparison.

5 By no means a proper statistical sample.

6 Essentially a retained job that would otherwise be lost to an area is no different from a created job in the same area in terms of its impact on total employment and opportunity.

7 On the assumption that the retention/expansion would not have been assured without the special capital assistance.

8 The large range stems from necessarily crude approximations of financial assistance in which WIRE-Net was not directly involved.

9 It is also possible we missed some significant marginal costs involved with the work of a partner organization in retaining/expanding a firm, although for many of the partners the additional cost to assist WIRE-Net firms is probably limited.

10 Data regarding other capital costs for assisting JARC clients are not available; therefore, no estimate of total unit costs at JARC is presented in row 2 of the table.

11 Ed Gramlich, Bright Promises Questionable Results, 1990, Center for Community Change.


15 Firms getting more than one form of aid are counted once for each service.

16 We do not have an exact number of firms assisted by the latter, but given the goals of Hire Locally, the make-up of local business, and the total of over 250 placements in 1996, we can reasonably assume the number of firms aided exceeds six—the number provided financing assistance.

17 There were of course manufacturing hires that took place outside of Hire Locally’s systems that may have had less targeting to people in need; we do not have the data to measure that.

18 As a part of their overall consortium effort to strengthen the job training system.
Why Did the Programs Succeed?

While answers based on a small sample of deliberately chosen winners can’t be considered scientific, the importance of certain factors consistently emerged from our observations and interviews. These included aspects of:

✦ Organizational structure and vision
✦ Program concept
✦ Internal capacity
✦ External assistance and partnerships
✦ Economic and social conditions

Organizational Structure and Vision

Making Businesses Stakeholders

The IRE programs we studied treated manufacturers as legitimate stakeholders in the success not only of their own firms, but neighboring industry and the surrounding community. Manufacturing businesses were presumed to deserve a central place at the table. The IREs saw them as central in developing strategy and defining what services were worth providing; both literally in the governance of IRE organizations and figuratively in the process of designing IRE approaches and programs.

Participating firms gained a sense of ownership of the IRE initiatives, and that kept them involved. Such ownership allowed firms to be comfortable with IRE “inside the plant gate” interventions they would not otherwise have allowed. It also encouraged their participation in joint program design efforts with their competitors.

Such efforts were crucial to making IRE services relevant. They also opened doors for peer learning experiences — seen in such diverse industries as WIRE-Net’s eclectic mix, metal-working (Jane Addams Resource Center), hosiery (Hosiery Technology Center) and secondary wood products (Wood Products Competitiveness Corporation).

IRE efforts helped manufacturers surface as the major players by virtue of the manufacturers’ use of space and provision of jobs. They changed the common manufacturer strategy of “keeping your head down and hoping they don’t notice you.” In West Berkeley, the participation of manufacturers in a coalition with labor and clergy gave the businesses the credibility and clout to sweep in a land-use plan protecting their long-term presence. In Chicago, Milwaukee and Cleveland, their participation with others won infrastructure improvements benefiting themselves and the surrounding communities. Presuming that manufacturers and other stakeholders share common interests in preserving jobs and improving neighborhood quality is crucial in building support for joint demands.

Steel Valley Authority was initially a notable exception. The large, externally controlled firms in its area were neglecting or defying community concerns for jobs. These companies were not only actively down-sizing workforces but removing plant and equipment, denying opportunities for buyouts or worker/management collaboration. When SVA shifted its focus to smaller firms, in which management and owners were more open to a sense of shared stakeholding, it increased its success.

Committing to Doing Outreach

A related notion was to use direct, face-to-face outreach to manufacturers as a central tool. IRE organizations most consistently used this approach at the outset of their work to find out what services would be of value and to establish a personal relationship with manufacturing leaders. Manufacturers at many sites complained about being ignored by the public sector and by traditional business organizations (e.g., Chambers of Commerce). They felt their contributions (jobs, income) were discounted.
The IRE programs treated manufacturers as legitimate stakeholders in the success not only of their own firms, but neighboring industry and the surrounding community. Manufacturing businesses were presumed to deserve a central place at the table.

by the community and local government. Personal outreach provided a way to give them recognition.

Later, IRE programs developed additional ways to get information about service priorities: talking to members or other participants at meetings; training sessions and other gatherings; and analyzing usage of existing services.

But initially there was no substitute for going out and talking, not to a few representatives of the Chamber of Commerce, but to the company owners/executives on site. Small manufacturers are generally very thin in management; many chief executives cannot afford to be away from their plants any more than absolutely necessary.

Making personal contact was also crucial to getting firms to start using IRE services and joining its group activities. Periodic outreach remained important to add participants, market key services as contact people changed (notably job placement and training services) and assure that non-participating firms did not have different priorities for service. But it was often difficult to find the staff and other resources to do outreach very frequently.

Building Credibility and Trust Through Valued Services

Developing credibility by providing genuinely valued services (as defined by members of the manufacturing community themselves) is another closely related success factor. OED in Berkeley faced perhaps the largest challenge. The city had had little in the way of a business assistance function before OED’s creation. Neither it nor the Chamber of Commerce had engaged manufacturers in particular. The city as a whole was seen by the business community as anti-business.

OED followed up its initial outreach effort by responding actively to a wide array of (usually modest) requests and complaints voiced by the manufacturers they had contacted. It gave priority to manufacturers’ requests for aid within standard OED service categories, such as help with site-finding, permit processing and placing qualified workers. These efforts combined with its outreach survey to trigger positive word of mouth: “If you have to deal with the city, these OED staff will join you on your side. Give them a try.”

JARC provided skill-specific training of existing production workers and line supervisors, created marketing directories, brokered access to technology, and intervened to meet manufacturers’ real estate and zoning needs. It listened to the initially stated priorities of the metal-working consortium and responded with effective services. This “Targeted Development Project” created an impression of teamwork and competence that later allowed JARC’s transition to focus more on training and technology.

Because it demonstrated early on its ability to supply qualified workers and to be genuinely helpful in City Hall dealings and site-finding, WIRE-Net has been able to place over 1,000 workers through its strictly voluntary Hire Locally program. Its early services, together with a sense of business ownership, opened the doors for greater involvement inside-the-plant-gate with marketing, technology implementation and other aspects of operation.

The Steel Valley Authority became able to work with both labor and management by doing first-rate business analysis and technical assistance that all parties learned they could rely on.

Focusing on Providing Services to Businesses First

IRE program leaders presumed from the start that community residents and manufacturers had many common interests, beginning with the hiring of qualified local workers and extending through improving schools and roads. They talked about community benefits from the start, and firms’ interests were confirmed in early outreach.
But they also recognized that they would need to entice manufacturers into a relationship by providing value-adding services to the firms. Once the IRE program became a concrete ally, say in training and placement, then the door could be opened for collaboration on school-to-work efforts.

Companies began to see that they needed to go back into the schools to properly prepare young people for — and interest them in — manufacturing. IRE staff developed manageable structures and tasks into which firms could fit their involvement. They had already helped develop a sense of cooperation and mutual benefit around saving jobs and businesses. The lag between serving businesses and involving them in serving the community need not be long, but the sequencing is important.

**Having a Clear and Consistent Mission**

IRE institutional commitment to a three-part agenda — to retain and grow manufacturing businesses, to prepare and place or retain and upgrade local workers, and to improve the community for both industry and residents — is a critical complement to treating businesses as stakeholders and attending to their priorities. It kept overall priorities clear for small, understaffed organizations, generating strong programs despite very limited resources.

This commitment to a broad agenda sustained the Steel Valley Authority when its initial interventions at huge plants failed. SVA’s commitment to retaining living-wage jobs and preserving the physical investments that were critical to the community led it to explore alternatives and successfully make the transition to aiding smaller firms.

The commitment also helped shape new directions for expansion when additional resources appeared, such as the Pew Trust funds in Cleveland, “green economy” resources in Berkeley and expanded public funding for JARC and SVA.

It maintained focus on placement and training and low income community benefits when few organizations linked those issues with business assistance at all.

**Program Concept and Design**

**Focusing on Retaining Industry**

Concentrating on manufacturing retention and growth — and its workforce implications — was a critical strategy. These concerns have long been neglected by the economic development profession, which generally prefers attracting new businesses to retaining and growing existing businesses. In recent years, the profession has focused on non-manufacturing over manufacturing industries. It has rarely paid much attention to workforce development and linkage, particularly in relation to the needs of low income people.

But the IRE programs we studied saw opportunities and needs to sustain manufacturing activity to benefit their communities amid the sharp downturns of the 1980s.

A retention/expansion strategy — outside large national/international firms — builds on basic positive links between existing firms and their current locations, providing natural targeting and good handles for convincing the firms to remain. The IRE program knows which firms to concentrate on and already has a relationship with them. Firms usually prefer not to move if they have a choice. The IRE program knows their concerns from its outreach and similar contacts, and it can conveniently gather more information and strengthen its relationship. The kinds of services that IRE efforts can provide — services that make it easier to operate, expand and compete — turn out to be of real value to manufacturers. A modestly funded IRE program is able — in collaboration with many partners — to serve enough firms to make a real difference in business and employment trends locally.
"The training and placement services that opened new doors for community members turned out to also serve a pressing need of manufacturing firms."

Focusing on Training Disadvantaged People and Linking Them with New Jobs

The typical economic development program pays little or no attention to its impact on job opportunities for people of limited income, education, skill and experience. The IRE initiatives we selected are deliberate exceptions. One of their explicit objectives is to prepare such people for jobs and job upgrades, protect their existing employment, and help them get out of poverty.

As it turns out, including these objectives not only puts those ordinarily left out back into the economic game, but also makes a major contribution to the success and competitiveness of the manufacturers themselves. At many of these sites, manufacturers had difficulty finding entry-level and somewhat more skilled workers. The training and placement services that opened new doors for community members turned out to also serve a pressing need of manufacturing firms.

The companies had experienced labor shortages well before the economic growth of the last four years tightened market conditions. With recent memories of large-scale plant closings — and inaccurate pictures of the conditions and technologies of modern manufacturing — young people (and their parents advising them) were reluctant to join the industrial workforce. In addition, many job candidates lacked standard work readiness skills and behaviors.

IRE linkage and training programs were designed and run with major employer input and centralized to achieve efficiencies not available to single, modest-sized firms (who frequently lack personnel officers). They saved employers’ time and money in recruitment, hiring and training. The workers also must have contributed to productivity because manufacturers voluntarily kept using the programs.

Effective placement and training programs help make firms more competitive for at least two reasons. Qualified people are critical to maintaining current operations. Perhaps still more important, the new manufacturing technologies and equipment which allow rapid and low-cost change require higher skills, including familiarity with computers and ability to set up and operate computer-aided or driven machinery.

The hiring and/or training achieved the IREs’ promise that aid to manufacturing businesses would provide job benefits for local residents. It gave employers a taste of meeting community concerns while getting help with their own bottom-line issues. And it provided a stepping stone toward cooperation on a wider set of issues to benefit the communities and businesses — most naturally toward collaboration on improving education. In a series of ways, IREs’ prime stakeholders were well-served by the all too rare notion of linking business assistance with job opportunity for those in need.

The concept of serving both residents and businesses through workforce programs was of tremendous value and practical impact. But the quality of delivery was mixed and, often, services were incomplete: IRE staff sometimes lacked sufficient training on workforce development to assist people needing a lot of training and support to make it in the world of work (these needs for further development are discussed in the final chapter on opportunities for growth).

Helping Companies Find Sites within the Target Area

In addition to the basic strengths of their strategy, these IRE organizations made some wise choices about specific priorities. They paid attention to firms that needed to move by helping them find alternative local sites. They helped identify
sites, clear them of toxins, obtain permits and successfully advocate for infrastructure and other improvements from the local public sector.

Manufacturers typically prefer to stay close by if they can. If they can fairly easily meet their needs locally, they look no further. But once stymied locally, they greatly widen the options they are willing to consider. A retention effort must engage manufacturers when they are just beginning to consider moving or expanding. By continually reaching out to firms, providing services and establishing personal relationships, IRE organizations can get early information about a manufacturer’s space needs and meet these needs before the firm starts looking more widely for locations.

They can also help meet those needs before an outside realtor is engaged. Brokers have no particular commitment to city locations and often reap higher commissions by moving clients to newly opening suburban business parks.

All our primary sites except SVA put major emphasis on helping companies find and use sites. Where necessary, they even developed usable spaces themselves, especially for smaller firms that were expanding.

Providing Other Services that Were Highly Valued by Companies

Developing new services in response to expressed business needs has also been key. IRE strategies varied in terms of the particular services offered at sites. But all emphasized identifying services currently important to manufacturers and delivering them in a way that provided concrete value to the firms. WIRE-Net, JARC, SVA and WPCC all significantly changed their services over time. They changed in reaction to changing conditions and needs, as reflected in which programs businesses participated in and what they said they needed.

De-emphasizing Capital and Tax Subsidies

None of our study sites made large-scale subsidies for manufacturers’ facilities or operations a central component of their programs. They found that the people and relationship-based services they provided were effective without the subsidies. There seemed to be few cases in which a subsidy would make a crucial difference.

The Steel Valley Authority was a partial exception. It did find cases where the availability of a large amount of equity and loan capital might have made a difference in being able to rescue a firm. But even then it was the limited access to large amounts of risk-taking capital, rather than lack of a subsidy per se, that played a central role.

Assuring access to financing on reasonable terms was at least modestly useful at other sites. But access involves the networking aspects of information and referral more than it does subsidizing interest rates, making grants or forgiving taxes.

The de-emphasis of deep subsidy relieved IRE organizations of difficult fund-raising challenges and preserved resources for more effective program components. It kept the focus on job preservation and creation and on the primary needs of firms as determined by their own management and ownership. It sharply lowered unit costs of job retention and expansion.

Carefully Designing Training Programs To Make Them Relevant

The experience of IRE programs in the job-training area underlined basic lessons about effective job-training initiatives. Most important is the direct involvement of manufacturing businesses in training design, curriculum and, ideally, delivery. At JARC, HTC, WPCC and Northeast Milwaukee Indust-
The most important feature of IRE job training initiatives is the direct involvement of manufacturing businesses in training design, curriculum and, ideally, delivery.

A second factor is flexible matching of training to the hiring needs of individual firms. The Hosiery Technology Center is an ideal model: it began training hosiery employees only when employers had sufficient need for them to sustain a small class, and when manufacturers were in a position to commit to hiring graduates.

Third, skill training for particular jobs is a very good context for improvement in basic education skills. Last but not least, basic computer literacy is already a skill needed for even many entry-level jobs and is very rapidly expanding as a requirement.

Developing Internal Capacity

The IRE institutions' own skills and human and organizational resources made the efforts we examined stand out. The specific mix of in-house skills and partners varied, as did the roles of players in specific positions. But, in each case, the organizations had assembled a group of talented leaders and professionals who could:

✦ Understand and shape economic strategy.
✦ Deliver services that were truly valuable to firms and residents.
✦ Bring the respect needed to gain the continued participation of businesses, public and private partners, and community residents.

Developing Strong Staff Leadership

Our IRE sites were led by strong, competent, confident people with substantial relevant experience (although some had a good deal to learn about industrial retention and expansion efforts).

For example, John Colm at WIRE-Net arrived with a background in organizing rather than business assistance or economic development. But his organizing skills served him well in figuring out how to successfully contact and gain the participation of business people, residents and other key players. His background helped shape his clarity of vision about multiple stakeholders in the community and their diverse yet overlapping interests. It significantly shaped his thinking about how to change the behavior of city government and the broader economic outlook of various public and private institutions.

At the same time, he has proved a quick and effective study in business assistance and workforce development, keeping abreast of the latest thinking in manufacturing retention and growth. He has been able to lead in designing programs and translating the interests of WIRE-Net constituencies into concrete action, and he has earned praise for his ability to translate technical language into the practical language of business.

Berkeley OED’s manufacturing retention effort was led by Kate Squire. Squire had pioneered in the development of systematic industrial retention efforts while working in economic development for the state of California. Already part of her theory and practice were:

✦ The primacy of retention/expansion in overall strategy.
✦ The manufacturer as stakeholder.
✦ The value of outreach and gathering detailed information about firm interests and needs.
✦ The importance of rapid response on perhaps mundane-seeming matters.
✦ The goals of engaging other city departments in meeting manufacturers’ needs and city leadership in recognizing manufacturing’s value.

Other senior leadership in OED did not need to
The specific mix of in-house skills and partners varied, as did the roles of players in specific positions. But in each case, the organizations had assembled a group of talented leaders and professionals.

be convinced that manufacturing was important in widening opportunity for disadvantaged people, that scarce resources needed to be committed to contacting and assisting manufacturers, and that it was important to fight for a manufacturing-friendly land use and zoning plan.

Developing a Staff with Excellent Skills

Each of our primary sites has assembled a staff with specific skills and experience to carry out its programs. In the main, these staffs are very small. But they are by no means second-rate.

SVA's small core combines executive director Tom Croft's background in organizing and expertise in labor-management issues with other key staffers' technical expertise in business, economics, and finance. Together they are able to:

✦ Assemble useful databases to guide their analysis of firms' market circumstances.
✦ Assess swiftly the needs of firms in crisis.
✦ Determine what outside technical assistance is needed.
✦ Recognize skilled outside providers.
✦ Properly guide continuing work.

JARC staff have a reputation for the right balance between “book knowledge” and hands-on experience and learning — especially in the increasingly central part of their work in job skills training.

WIRE-Net has been able to move forward rapidly in using its new foundation funding, largely because it added staff with specific expertise in the areas of its program expansion: job training and placement, marketing and technology. Outside the primary IRE foursome, the Wood Products Competitiveness Corporation’s early struggles and successes have followed its abilities to attract and retain staff skilled in specific areas.

Focusing on Planning and Analysis

Each program takes planning and analysis very seriously. Each develops its programs based on information about company and resident needs and conditions, as well as its own expertise. Planning and analysis are definitely not simply a way to meet external funder demands, but a critical part of their ability to serve area stakeholders.

Indeed, for JARC, our researchers considered its thoughtfulness about the selection and design of programs to be the strongest reason for its success. JARC conducted an in-depth study of the local manufacturing economy before choosing to focus on the metal-working sector. It used information from the manufacturers’ consortium to design its initial and revised packages of aid. Its 1993 strategic planning process — formally engaging both staff and board — helped the organization refine its program to integrate advanced job training with other business assistance and education.

It also became highly expert about training for the metal-working workforce (which evolved into its chief mission). Its extensive study of skill requirements for categorizing metal-working jobs proved highly useful to employers (in creating job ladders, preparing to meet quality standards) and to JARC itself in designing additional training.

All of JARC’s program development work reflects careful attention to both opportunities and constraints and to including the right set of partners.

SVA staff built the capacity to collect and manipulate large amounts of data to help keep track of their clients, interventions and the general economic and industrial climate. This has allowed them to rapidly analyze troubled companies and make a quick assessment of a firm’s ability to survive and the factors which have put it in trouble.

OED in Berkeley used the information it collected in its retention survey to assess the viability
Steel Valley established itself as a significant player by gaining state designation as an official “Authority” of the state, with powers that included eminent domain.

Generating Active Business Leadership

An important step on the path to IRE success is early commitment by at least a modest number of sympathetic businesspeople to:

✦ Participate on the board of directors.
✦ Help guide program development.
✦ Make early use of assistance.
✦ Encourage others to do so.
✦ Sustain the multi-part mission of benefit to business and community.

Such participation is needed to overcome the chicken-and-egg problem of wanting to establish credibility by providing quality services but lacking credibility to attract first clients.

WIRE-Net drew effectively on a core of firms with past relations with the CDCs that helped form WIRE-Net itself. It used this core to establish a sense of business ownership from the start and to assure residents that they would benefit, particularly through those manufacturers hiring local people.

Berkeley OED activated a small group of firms during its outreach effort. They then gave credibility to the fight for space for manufacturing in West Berkeley, and became clients of and advertisers for OED programs. JARC metal-working firms who joined the first consortium were central in shaping programming in general and the training in particular. HTC and WPCC were heavily driven by industry members from the very start. In HTC’s case, members of a pre-existing industry association had pressed for creation of the training and technology functions.

SVA, however, differed from the others in its early years, when it focused on battling with companies that had already decided to close.

Developing a Track Record and Finding Other Ways to Establish Credibility

Each of these IRE organizations has developed a track record of successfully providing services. It then built on that credibility to gain further participation by manufacturers, residents and others, and to develop and implement further programming. Building a credible record has required attention to:

✦ The need for satisfied “customers”.
✦ The likelihood that it may take several years to reap full benefits.
✦ The value of consciously building upon past success (word-of-mouth).
✦ The benefit of communication (newsletters) and positive media.

In addition, some of the organizations have used other ways to establish credibility. SVA initially established itself as a significant player through unusual means. Using political impetus created by massive plant closures and job losses, it was able to gain state designation as an official “Authority” of the state with powers including eminent domain. This greatly enhanced its credibility from the start, especially given its unusual nature as a community-labor-church start-up.
IRE programs need to be flexible to respond to needs and opportunities as they arise. Under these circumstances, availability of general operating support funds is enormously important.

Even though it failed to save the closed or closing plants that were a focus of its work, the efforts were very visible. They symbolized the frightening change underway and the struggle to stem it — and earned the continued support of workers and community. When it switched in the 1990s toward concentrating on smaller firms, earlier interventions and an array of supports for businesses, SVA built a successful track record. This led to more state funds, a wider area of authority and credibility with stakeholders such as aging company owners and workers and managers considering a buy out, which in turn led to further successful cooperation and action.

WIRE-Net’s route was more conventional, building on early successes in eliciting city responses to manufacturers’ needs, in placing qualified workers, and in meeting joint company needs for security. WIRE-Net used that record to attract additional members and clients and to encourage city and foundation support.

At the outset, JARC benefited from the long outstanding history of its parent Hull House. It then built its own reputation, first around its assistance to business and more slowly around the increasingly evident excellence of its manufacturer-driven job training.

Berkeley’s OED, on the other hand, was initially burdened by local businesses’ negative views of the city. Doing outreach and following up promptly on simple but concrete issues helped to change that perception.

A final element of a track record is the record of individual staff members. Many of the executive directors and key staff people in the IRE initiatives have long tenures with their organizations. They have built relationships over time with local manufacturers and city officials and demonstrated their capability and trustworthiness in delivering value.

The Role of External Institutions and Players

Local economic development initiatives, IREs and others, are both assisted and constrained by aid (or its lack) from external resource providers and collaborators.

Need for Flexible Funds for Operating Support

IRE programs are staff-intensive, with staff having to spend time ironing out permit problems at City Hall or matching workers to job openings. Few activities are “projects” in the sense of one-time efforts with a beginning and an end, nor are they real estate deals with likely potential for profits. Only a fraction of IRE services, such as shared security patrols, are likely to generate fees. In addition, IRE work programs need to be flexible to respond to needs and opportunities as they arise. Under these circumstances, availability of general operating support funds is enormously important.

WIRE-Net’s expansion after it received a major influx of flexible operating funds from the Pew Charitable Trusts’ Neighborhood Preservation Initiative and the Cleveland and George Gund Foundations demonstrates the importance of such money. WIRE-Net’s staff expanded from 3.5 to nine full-time employees. It greatly expanded its job placement services and moved into work preparation and training, assistance in technology adoption and management, and tooled up for entry into the commercial real estate market. In less than two years it showed major progress in all these areas.

Somewhat flexible funds from city government in both Chicago and Cleveland are beginning to play the same kind of role, while expanded state grants support SVA’s early warning and related business assistance efforts.
Berkeley OED’s IRE program has been supported by city government from the start, but the inability to expand that core support beyond one primary staffer has restricted new programs. In the area of recycling and environmental manufacturing, OED was able to obtain separate funding and support additional staffing. Thus it has been able to add significantly more program development and implementation in this area, based in large part on having one additional staff person who can pay focused attention to the field.

Each of the four primary sites is a relatively mature organization with a well-developed agenda, organizational infrastructure and systems in place, experience delivering services, credibility with business and community, and a network of other partners. Each is thus well-equipped to make prompt use of any additional flexible money.6

Younger organizations, such as WPCC and NMIDC, would be better served by sufficient support to allow them to staff and further develop their initial work programs.

Need for Local and State Government Support and Cooperation

Local governments, in particular, have significant roles in the success of IRE organizations. Government being responsive to IRE staff attempts to resolve manufacturers’ problems makes manufacturers feel they can operate efficiently in their current location and expand as needed — the key message an IRE effort must convey.

At least in Cleveland, Chicago and Berkeley, city agencies are not highly regarded as problem solvers for industry — or even as being able to smoothly handle ordinary situations. In each place, assisting in relations with city government is an important IRE activity. Strengthened support from policymakers for city agencies’ attention to manufacturers’ needs — and improved municipal management/service in general — would be of real benefit.

Perversely, the more difficulty firms have in dealing with City Hall, the stronger the need for IRE staff skills in working with City Hall. But, at this point, successful organizations do not need this boost. And still small organizations could be more successful on other issues if city issues required less attention.

A second role of local or state government is to have a policy to support manufacturing as a sector, particularly small and mid-size manufacturing.

Only SVA’s public sector recognized manufacturing’s continuing importance early on in the IRE organization’s evolution. At our other sites, local and state government saw other sectors — and in Cleveland and Chicago, bigger firms — as more promising targets of attention.

Gradually the IRE efforts won recognition and support by succeeding and then showing off their success. For example, OED in Berkeley took its skeptical city council members on a tour of the industrial district to give them a feel for what current-day manufacturing was about, educate them about widespread use of new technology, and show the healthy potential for expansion. That set the stage for the council adopting zoning and program priorities that protected manufacturing.

Local and state government also can encourage the success of IRE efforts by providing direct and indirect financial support for multiple purposes:

✦ Operating support
✦ Infrastructure improvements
✦ Loans or occasional subsidies
✦ Industry-specific job training

Skepticism by policymakers and/or economic development staff sometimes limited this support (as did tight budgets). SVA, WIRE-Net and WPCC
received early state funding, and Berkeley OED assigned business assistance staff to focus on manufacturing. But growth in state/local resources has been slow to come and modest in amount, even as evidence has mounted that it could make a difference. Recently, there are more positive signs. State funding for SVA and citywide programs in Cleveland and Chicago that benefit WIRE-Net, Greater North Pulaski Development Corporation and JARC are expanding.

**Need for Many Partners**

Every one of our study sites is in fact a complex partnership. The partners can make contributions that the IRE organizations cannot reasonably make or develop capacity for. These partnerships have significantly contributed to IRE effectiveness in ways far beyond financial support.

They bring critically needed information and expertise, most notably through the participation of manufacturers in defining program priorities and design. They reduce or eliminate the need to develop costly skills in-house, as in the case of aid with technology adoption provided by federally supported manufacturing extension centers. Partners can provide infrastructure that small IRE organizations could not possibly duplicate, as in the case of school systems collaborating in school-to-work training efforts.

They deliver direct business assistance and related services outside of IRE service providers’ roles and structure, as in the case of city governments handling zoning regulation and street and viaduct improvements. They lend added credibility, as in the Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh joining SVA, and the Chamber of Commerce joining Berkeley OED, in outreach to manufacturers. Manufacturers also add credibility when they pass on positive word-of-mouth appraisals of IRE programming and cooperation.

**What Impact Did Economic and Social Conditions Have?**

Underlying conditions within and beyond the territories of these IRE organizations have provided both advantages and disadvantages. The specifics give some indications about how well these highly successful efforts might transfer to other locations, but interestingly they do not seem to rule out many other areas except those with an obvious lack of manufacturing base.

**Overall Strength of Regional and Local Manufacturing**

Patterns of aggregate strength in manufacturing have played both negative and positive roles. The overall picture, however, shows that well-designed and run IRE efforts had positive impacts under a variety of market conditions.

The broad decline in manufacturing, especially during the 1980s, both triggered the work of several of the efforts we observed and made that work more difficult. Shutdowns and cutbacks driven by basic structural shifts and declines were beyond the reach of our study’s programs (and, for most, were not the focus). Losses of major plants in multi-national companies affected their smaller suppliers as well. The broad decline discouraged governments from assisting manufacturing firms. It discouraged young people, and their parents and teachers, from considering manufacturing careers. Certainly the overwhelming losses — particularly in steel — in the Pittsburgh area swamped the capability of IRE intervention.

Improving conditions nationally and regionally eased the stress on the IRE programs. Most of their early activity was better suited to keeping a firm in its location (and perhaps helping it expand) than to making it more competitive. Improving overall conditions increased the relevance and power of IRE
programs’ work to make existing communities more desirable locations. It gave them time to strengthen their activities in improving competitiveness. The expansion of WIRE-Net’s work into technology transfer and peer management assistance — and JARC’s heightened focus on skill training and technology — represent that kind of evolution.

Strengthened manufacturing also made it easier to place local workers, as manufacturers found fewer qualified people available and so were happy to have help.

But it is easy to overstate the constraints imposed by market conditions. WIRE-Net’s Hire Locally program, after all, placed about 150 workers in manufacturing firms each year since the late 1980s, through cyclical and structural ups and downs. Manufacturing in Berkeley declined during the 1980s, but it began growing after the IRE program was implemented. While elsewhere the sector was still in the doldrums, JARC stabilized its metalworking industry and began facing space shortages for smaller firms. And SVA’s small staff succeeded in terms of “jobs saved per dollar,” in significant part by changing its strategy, even though the regional manufacturing market remained distressed and SVA’s service area was too large for its work to affect aggregate measures of industrial activity.

Focus on Smaller, Locally-owned Firms

The IRE programs we investigated had mostly smaller firms within their territories and a great deal of local ownership. Multi-nationals were either uncommon, had moved or shut down, or were at most a component of overall industrial activity.

That allowed the IRE efforts to concentrate on companies that, because of their modest size, needed services that large firms often did not. Local owners were easier to satisfy with such actions as intervention at City Hall or aid in finding local expansion sites. Their ties to home and local markets were more substantial, and their thoughts of moving far fewer.

Appropriately-sized Territories

Industrial areas with 5,000 to 30,000 jobs may be most desirable, at least as a starting point, for IRE efforts. Smaller areas seriously challenge an organization’s ability to provide high quality service at reasonable cost, because of the lower demand for any given service. This size range provides opportunities to find firms with common interests. At the same time, the area is small enough that a modest-scale organization can make the kind of visible impact that elicits further investments and efforts. It allows for personal outreach and relationships and encourages true networking among businesses.

Shortage of Urban Sites

In inner-city industrial areas like the ones assisted by WIRE-Net, Berkeley OED, JARC, GNPDC and NMIDC, early successes may produce a shortage of usable sites for expansion and new firms. Such a shortage poses a threat to further growth. Many facilities are obsolete, of inappropriate size, and/or expensive to clear of toxins.

For WIRE-Net, Berkeley OED and JARC, the great bulk of the good vacant spaces have in fact now been taken. JARC has already responded by developing its own space for small firms, WIRE-Net is moving in that direction, and OED has made private re-use of its three remaining large sites a top priority.8

Vacant land that is large enough for traditional industrial parks is not generally available. To keep initial IRE successes from being strangled by space shortages, it will be important to:

◆ Improve mechanisms to clear toxins efficiently.

“Industrial areas with 5,000 to 30,000 jobs may be most desirable, at least as a starting point, for IRE efforts. This size provides opportunities to find firms with common interests.”
IRE programs are building new collaboratives at the high school level to improve education and work preparation in general.

✧ Protect existing manufacturing spaces from conversion to alternative uses.
✧ Creatively re-use older structures.
✧ Find additional space within reasonable distance.

Lack of Patient Capital

In special but important circumstances, a lack of patient social capital restricts the ability to take on some useful pieces of work. Few investors are willing to wait for the long run to earn their returns, and to accept lower returns in order to reap societal benefits.

This is most notable as an issue for SVA. Resources — especially equity and near equity — to modernize larger plants or foster new ownership and ownership structures are little available, despite some long-term economic opportunities and powerful social objectives.

But this issue also appears in the shortage of federal resources to support redevelopment of obsolete structures, support that JARC and GNPDC once received. Provision of decent, entry-level jobs for people with limited skills — and restoration of large inner city buildings to industrial use — may produce the social benefits that society would support financially, but there are few remaining federal programs through which to exercise such a choice.

Distressed School Systems

It is a sad fact that public schools near our primary sites are having great difficulty educating the students who might become the skilled, computer-literate manufacturing workers of the next century. Training and placement programs for high school graduates and dropouts often find that young people need intensive remedial education and an array of support services just to qualify them for the program’s services — much less for quality jobs.

Programs and facilities that teach specific skills — for example, metal-working — have been lost in the schools or are based on obsolete machinery and techniques. The increasingly ubiquitous need for computer proficiency is not being met; indeed, ordinary English workplace literacy needs are often not met.

Of course, these problems are not unique to IRE efforts. And IRE programs are among those building new collaborations at the high school level to improve education and work preparation in general. No one involved believes it will be enough to develop training programs that, after the fact, try to offset what a deteriorating school system failed to do.

Endnotes

1 For example, getting the Public Works Department to pick up old furniture and other trash dumped (to avoid dumping fees) at night on the streets of industrial neighborhoods.
2 Outside of SVA’s special circumstances.
3 At least most non-multi-nationals.
4 Asking brokers for local leads fitting particular specifications, keeping the name of the firm confidential until a promising local site is identified, retaining the client-service provider relationship as between IRE and firm.
5 Either by current employees of manufacturers or by former workers/supervisors now in the employment of training organizations.
6 WIRE-Net, having just greatly increased its budget, may be an exception but is at least in need of money to continue its expanded effort after Pew’s NPI expires.
7 There remains an issue of whether the extension centers can serve relatively small manufacturers with the fee scale and generally one-on-one approach that they take, to which we will return later.
8 Two have in fact been put to re-use since our visits.
Did the Programs Change Systems Serving Businesses and Communities?

The efforts of the IRE organizations we examined have resulted in a series of changes beyond their immediate outcomes for individual businesses and residents: changes in attitudes, institutions, partnerships and programs. We call these system changes. System changes:

✦ Have a life outside the organizations, resulting in job retention, expansion, placement and training.
✦ Have impact beyond the scope of local program activity.
✦ Produce and institutionalize lasting results that don't disappear with changes in personnel, local politics or the economy.

Some of these systems changes are in the geographic areas where the IRE initiatives have been operating. In other cases, work in one specific area of a community has impacted the entire city and beyond.

Systems Changes Within the Initiatives’ Target Areas

Establishing New Models for Collaboration

The IRE programs we examined are explicit models of collaboration between manufacturers and the community, to save manufacturing businesses and jobs and to provide residents with jobs, as well as to serve the community in other ways.

Workers, residents, governments, nonprofits and still others joined with manufacturers to pursue often shared and certainly inter-connected goals. They had large impacts by forging new alliances, providing for each others’ direct participation in the IRE efforts, and brokering each others’ contributions and services. They demonstrate systems change in new arrangements, partnerships and cooperative action. These could be replicated by other industrial retention programs as well as by other efforts to deal with local issues. Such modeling may affect both the IRE territory and cities and regions beyond.

Developing New Traditions of Business-to-Business Cooperation

At many of our sites, manufacturers established new arrangements among themselves for jointly addressing issues and solving problems. The IRE initiatives often provided the catalyst and structure for these innovations. Examples include:

✦ Peer exchange and learning — especially regarding management and technology issues at JARC and WIRE-Net.
✦ Focus on fellow manufacturers as suppliers, customers and joint bidders at WPCC.
✦ Collaborative designers and teachers in training programs at JARC, HTC and WPCC.
✦ Joint advocates for improvements in infrastructure and services.
✦ Pressure groups for policy changes, such as protective zoning in Berkeley and Chicago.

Establishing a Focus on Serving Disadvantaged Populations

The IRE programs we studied established new high standards for focusing on the jobs needs of low income, low-skilled and unemployed residents of distressed communities — often heavily people of color. In particular, they demonstrated that it was possible to target training and placement in manufacturing jobs (preserved and created by IRE efforts) to the people most in need, on a systematic and continuing basis, while simultaneously delivering first class services to business.
These IRE programs demonstrated that it was possible to target training and placement in manufacturing jobs to the people most in need, while simultaneously delivering first class services to business.

In a systems sense, they serve as proven models for coupling business assistance that saves and creates manufacturing jobs with targeted job training and placement efforts that move disadvantaged people into those positions.

It is no surprise that we found such models among our case studies, since we deliberately set out to choose sites combining business aid and targeted hiring and doing both effectively. Much more surprising is how few cases we were initially able to find of such joint attempts. The cases we eventually examined clearly demonstrate that both goals can be met.

Increasing Attention by Manufacturers on Their Communities

Most manufacturers initially became involved in IRE programs to deal with their own business needs. But after working with other community leaders and gaining real value from the help they received, businesspeople substantially expanded their participation in community-building. This involvement was most common in school systems and training programs, where the synergy between narrow firm and broader societal interests was greatest.

It also most frequently occurred where the IRE organizations provided convenient mechanisms for businesspeople’s contributions. For example, a severe budget crisis in the Cleveland school system threatened to close the local high school. Manufacturers from the area, already attuned to the education issues and the policy process, played an important role in keeping it open. WIRE-Net and local companies already had built relationships with the principal and parents in arranging for skills trainings, job shadowings, etc.

Involvement in IRE activities sometimes led to more independent business commitment to community. A firm that participated in WIRE-Net’s school-to-work program liked it enough to re-start its own program of youth apprenticeships.

Changing Attitudes Toward Local Industrial Areas

In several cases, IRE initiatives had sufficient impact and publicity to change businesses’ perceptions of the undesirability of locating in center cities.

Cleveland’s near west side had been known as an unfavorable location: too few clean and ready sites, little attention or cooperation from city government, little interaction among area businesses. But by the time of our visit, word had spread that you could get help from WIRE-Net with local issues and that, through WIRE-Net, firms could gain some oft-desired recognition of their contributions. We heard of firms now asking city officials or brokers to help them look for sites in the WIRE-Net area and to put them in touch with the organization.

Since central city IRE organizations often lack powerful tools to win in the competition with their own suburbs for manufacturing firms, such improvements in reputation can be extremely important in retention/expansion and attraction/start-up.

Increasing the Focus on Land-use Planning and Zoning Policies

Protecting space for industrial firms was an important issue at several of our study locations. Most notably in the case of the West Berkeley Area Plan and zoning revision, IRE organization efforts contributed key information, pulled together business, worker and community players and helped organize the effort to preserve industrial land.

In Chicago, JARC and GNPDC helped gain industrial zoning protections and defended against smaller losses through spot-zoning. WIRE-Net both
stopped spot rezoning and helped convince the city to open additional nearby land to industrial use.

**Improving Permit Systems**

Getting sign-offs for industrial use expansion in central cities is often difficult. The rules in built-up areas are inherently more complex, and cities’ processes are often balky. Pressure from manufacturers working through and with IRE organizations helped to increase the cities’ responsiveness.

In Berkeley, Cleveland and Chicago, the IRE program led the way in establishing the importance of keeping manufacturers in the city by easing operations such as permitting. In Berkeley, the city actually changed the way it provides permits. It established a one-stop center and assigned a single staff person to shepherd each application. The IRE effort clearly helped establish consensus about how to use land that enabled streamlined permit decisions.

**Systems Changes in the Wider Area**

**Creating City-wide Programs for Small Manufacturing Businesses**

In two of our four primary sites, the IRE organizations had central roles in establishing city-wide programs that fund the work of retaining small and mid-size manufacturers.

In Chicago, GNPDC and JARC — and the effective advocacy they and their allies did — helped convince city government to create the Local Industrial Retention Initiative. LIRI provides operating grants to Chicago organizations to serve as local links to manufacturers and to provide an array of services. GNPDC and JARC are grant recipients — a more flexible departure in the way the city had provided support — and have more sophisticated programs overall than the others. But their work has served not only themselves but other IRE initiatives and, hence, manufacturers, all over the city.

In addition, Chicago has established industrial corridors projects, in which the LIRI organizations, members and allies develop plans for using city funds for infrastructure and other improvements in their areas.

Similarly, WIRE-Net’s model and advocacy moved the city to create the Cleveland Industrial Retention Initiative (CIRI), which provides funds for outreach and response in four areas in addition to WIRE-Net’s near westside. Most of the other organizations are relatively young and have not yet proceeded much beyond the initial outreach stage. But the program offers the opportunity to build capacity and add a range of services that would establish a much wider reach. And WIRE-Net has — at the request of the city — developed partners to expand its territory.

The CIRI/LIRI and industrial corridors monies are not sufficient to support full replication of the substantial efforts we examined. However the resources have already helped additional organizations hire staff, start providing services and entice in more participants. And together the same monies and processes constitute important added resources for the established IRE initiatives themselves.

SVA is at an early stage of an ambitious effort to build a large pool of risk capital for modernization and buy-outs. Its Industrial Valleys Investment Corporation fund, with labor backing and a variety of investment sources, has a wide regional territory and is considering a national role.

**Influencing Regional Systems**

Existing IRE initiatives have begun to have systemic influence at a regional level as well. In west-
"IRE initiatives’ have changed the perceptions of key players that manufacturing is beyond resuscitation. This attitude change may be the most significant system impact of all.”

ern Pennsylvania, SVA has been given expanded funding by the state and asked to deal with manufacturers over a 20-county area. The program model, SEWN, draws upon union officials, workers and others to alert SVA to potential plant closures and departures. It relies heavily on the contact and service provision design that SVA devised. SVA also developed training to help make other players valuable observers of possible plant crises.

WIRE-Net is heavily involved in an economic strategy effort called Workforce Initiative for Northeast Ohio, which involves WIRE-Net board members, staff and funders in substantial roles. As a result, the regional committees are giving substantially greater consideration to small firms and to issues of workforce development within sectors and for the benefit of low income people than would otherwise be the case.

Educating People about the Importance of Manufacturing

Underlying their effectiveness in bringing additional resources to manufacturing retention and expansion has been IRE initiatives’ progress in educating a variety of actors about the realities of modern manufacturing business, the potential for it to stabilize and grow, and the consequences of its loss. They have changed the perceptions of key players that manufacturing is beyond resuscitation by several means.

✦ OED’s tour for Berkeley’s mayor and city council highlighted the skills and technology involved in producing both conventional and new environment-friendly products.

✦ SVA sustained the debate over the loss of Pittsburgh’s industrial infrastructure and skilled workforce, arguing the importance of industry’s quality jobs.

✦ JARC demonstrated success in revitalizing the metal-working sector after it had largely been written off.

Since a variety of policy, program and partnering actions hinge on such perceptions, this attitude change may be the most significant system impact of all.

Showing the Importance of Investments in Training and Placing Disadvantaged Residents

The IRE initiatives include powerful examples of the value of investments in preparing low income people for manufacturing work, increasing their skills in line with modern technological and efficiency concerns, and linking them to good manufacturing jobs. These examples have convinced others of the importance and high yield of these investments. They also illustrate ways to take advantage of IRE experience to develop further success.

JARC and HTC particularly have convinced employers that investment in skill upgrades can increase productivity by enabling changes in technology and management as well. In Berkeley, the system of high school and community college preparation of at-risk youth for well-paid bio-tech positions, together with the First Source job linkage program, has become a widely studied model for potential replication.

WIRE-Net and Berkeley OED linkage efforts, built as service-driven strategies for meeting the entry-level hiring needs of manufacturers, have proven their ability to target employment opportunity to those most in need.

HTC, WPCC and Berkeley are among those showing how new arrangements with community colleges can be highly profitable in preparing entry-level as well as more skilled technical workers from the low income community.
Expanding systems for responding to companies in trouble

SVA, in choosing a different niche than our other primary focus sites — concentrating on firms in more dire circumstances — has demonstrated the potential to rescue ailing companies, at least under certain conditions. Coupling attention to early warnings, labor/management issues, ownership succession, technology renewal and management quality with efforts to generate new sources of patient capital, SVA may be creating another model to complement the outreach/service model for relatively healthier firms elsewhere.

Learning from Efforts that Didn’t Work

Not every change in partnering, structure and policy has been successful. It has proven very difficult to create successful partnerships between IRE initiatives and federal manufacturing extension services: the cost of MES fee-for-service contracts exceeds what many small manufacturers can pay. Cooperation between firms in joint purchasing has had mixed outcomes, with not enough firms finding the goods and services worthwhile. SVA’s first program model focused too heavily on huge firms and relied too much on capital-heavy workouts. Cleveland’s young CIRI program, supporting many organizations new to industrial retention programming, has not yet shown that it can move beyond outreach toward substantial packages of business assistance and workforce development.

IRE efforts to reform high school, vocational education and community college systems — other than with special new programs — have had very limited impact, perhaps because so many other players at many levels are deeply involved as well. IRE organizations will need to continue to develop many allies if they are to change some of the larger institutions that affect them.

They need to keep looking to their constituents to learn what services are of real value. As in most evolution, the growth process takes time, and it will not be linear nor mistake-free. As the number of IRE efforts grows, increasing their exchange of information among themselves may shorten the learning curve. Because different initiatives have focused on different aspects of industrial retention at varying times in their history, each program will be able to serve as both guide and student, depending on the issue.

A potentially important systems change not yet attempted is the development of explicit mechanisms for capacity-building:

✦ Training staff
✦ Developing leadership
✦ Exploring program and strategic options
✦ Aggregating key resources

Locally, regionally and nationwide, very few have specific experience growing local manufacturing and targeting the benefits of this growth. Little has been written about those who have succeeded and there are few forums for exchanging ideas. There is only the barest beginning of systems to provide operating, training, start-up and technical assistance support that increasingly characterize some other fields of community development, such as affordable housing.

Why Were the Programs Successful in Achieving System Change?

Some components of the IRE initiatives we studied were key in bringing about these changes in systems:

✦ Basic mission
“The work of IRE staff to act as a catalyst — to create specific value-added opportunities for businesses’ shared activities — is central.”

- Approach to participants
- Capabilities and resources

To develop effective partnerships, one key is that the manufacturers must be committed to their IRE organizations and to working with other partners. The examples of joint activity among diverse players — and the new forms of business-to-business cooperation we observed — depend on a level of trust in joint action, information exchange and joint learning that is unconventional in the private sector.

This trust and commitment formed in large part because of the IRE initiatives’ components:
- Treatment of manufacturers as true stakeholders in the organizations and communities.
- Attention to manufacturers’ views in defining program priorities.
- A stable set of staff with whom to build confidence.
- Continuing delivery of services valuable to businesses.

This combination gave IRE efforts legitimacy with their business client/participants. Legitimacy allows the initiatives to take on new activities as situations arise. It lets them share information among fellow manufacturers that ordinarily would be deemed too confidential. The work of IRE staff to act as a catalyst — to create specific value-added opportunities for businesses’ shared activities — is central as well.

The improved attitude of manufacturers toward staying in or relocating to city neighborhoods is a systemic change that grows from many IRE efforts, especially the IRE’s effectiveness in dealing with manufacturers’ problems with local government and regulators. By smoothing the process of gaining necessary approvals, responsive services and improved infrastructure, IRE organizations change businesses’ views of a neighborhood from one where “everything is a hassle” to one where city cooperation can be gained through IRE intervention.

The IRE efforts we studied were able systematically to target benefits to people in need — as the overwhelming majority of economic development efforts have failed to do. The reason for their success: Commitment: defining that goal as a crucial part of the organization’s mission and systematically devising programs and directing resources toward meeting it.

Too often, serving low income people is simply not a goal of business assistance programs. But, once it has been made a goal, it can be accomplished. The natural synergy between employers’ needs for qualified workers and residents’ desire for decent employment supports the commitment. Consistent mission and commitment also seem central to establishing that the manufacturing infrastructure and job base deserve preservation.

Expanded and institutionalized commitment by manufacturers to the community — such as assistance to schools, collaboration in planning and implementation of physical improvements — stems largely from patient nurturing and recruitment by IRE staff. Most firms first connect to IRE organizations through bottom-line services they need. IREs have the best chance of building businesses’ participation into regular practice when they:
- Deliver the services responsively.
- Continue personally to contact and invite the firm to wider activities.
- Design community interventions, in consultation with manufacturers, that companies can easily join, instead of having to construct programs of their own.

IRE staff focus on the task has also proved critical in obtaining protective land use planning and zoning for manufacturing. Manufacturers understand the threat posed by competing and conflict-
From a long-term perspective, IRE action to educate others about the importance of manufacturing to a community and to represent and recruit manufacturers must be an extremely important function.

Increasing outside financial support for IRE initiatives — especially flexible operating support — has been crucial for their growth. From a systems change point of view, it has also been significant in spreading IRE efforts — with their targeted employment goals — to areas beyond the their immediate turf. Program expansion, increased visibility and the prestige of outside recognition have helped the initiatives make their case for more local and regional support.

IRE strategies are also getting more attention on the regional level (especially in the regions around our sites) because of:

- Their continuing educational efforts about the importance of manufacturing.
- The improved economic situation for manufacturing in general — making the notion of successful retention and expansion more credible to skeptics.

As a systematic economic development priority, industrial retention and expansion still faces large obstacles to prove its legitimacy. Most economic development professionals are skeptical about “industrial,” “retention,” and certainly “jobs for people in need” as focal points for their work. To overcome this prejudice, IRE initiatives need to use public forums to highlight their success.

Endnotes

1 Inside the IRE initiatives and as partners from without.

2 Only a few of the largest firms seem inclined to do that, at least at first.
Conclusions and Recommendations

The evidence about the performance and impact of IRE initiatives indicates that they are well worth expanding in size and in range of activities, as well as replicating elsewhere. In this section we make recommendations for expansion, extension and replication.

Expanding and Extending Existing IRE Initiatives

Because the IRE initiatives we studied set different initial priorities and evolved in different ways, the logical directions for their expansion and extension differ. However, there are several common themes, reflecting both currently emerging directions and already successful evolutions.

The Need to Expand Job Training and Placement Efforts

Business assistance programs have rarely paid much attention to the needs of disadvantaged people. Our initiatives were therefore often breaking new ground in taking on workforce development tasks — new ground both for themselves as organizations and for the field. Understandably, in most instances they selected only a particular slice of the workforce program spectrum. WIRE-Net and Berkeley’s Office of Economic Development focused on placement, not training; Jane Addams Resource Center, the Hosiery Technology Center and the Wood Products Competitiveness Corporation did the reverse.

No one organization has yet been able to deliver, by itself or with a partner, a program that includes all elements of job training, readiness, placement, school-to-work and support services pre- and post-employment — and integrate manufacturers into all of these. But each recognizes that all these elements are important, and most are currently expanding their workforce programming:

✦ WIRE-Net has developed job readiness seminars for potential workers and is beginning introductory manufacturing skills training through a community college.

✦ Berkeley OED, successful with employer-driven training and school-to-work programming in the bio-tech field, is working with local job-training agencies to identify additional sectors that could use specialized training programs.

✦ JARC, which specialized in upgrading the skills of existing manufacturing workers, has been expanding training for entry-level workers.

✦ WPCC, which has had some early success with job behavior/exposure to manufacturing, is moving more heavily into employer-driven skill training for current workers.

✦ HTC, which had focused on skills training, has begun a partnership with the North Carolina State Department of Labor to recruit incoming immigrants in need of work. It is adding English as a Second Language and other supplementary basic education.

✦ Greater North Pulaski Development Corporation, which had been offering only informal referrals, completed an extensive review of placement and training options and is contemplating some new workforce initiatives.

Developing full, effective workforce development systems — with IRE organizations as both operators and broker-partners — is a likely continuing direction and a desirable extension to current programming.

The Need to Provide Businesses with Help in Modernizing

Some of the IRE initiatives have made substantial progress in providing services to aid manufacturing modernization, or in providing referrals. Others have not. Some with experience are attempting to
Especially for smaller firms, access to modern technology and management is crucial. If industry and jobs are to survive, IRE efforts must help keep firms competitive with manufacturers elsewhere.

One promising route has been to concentrate on a single manufacturing sector or cluster of related sectors, as JARC, SVA, HTC and WPCC have done. Concentrating on a sector leads to programs that serve multiple firms simultaneously, such as training seminars and technology demonstrations, and expands the possibilities for peer learning. Where no single sector is highly prominent, IREs might achieve the same result through partnering with neighboring communities.

The increasing number of federally sponsored, regional manufacturing extension centers has somewhat diminished these initiatives' needs to build extensive in-house technical capacity.\textsuperscript{1} But JARC and WIRE-Net first established and then dropped contracts with manufacturing extension centers. The centers' need to support themselves through fees from larger projects is often incompatible with small manufacturers' needs and ability to pay. WIRE-Net is exploring expanded peer information sharing, concentration on common technologies and the use of lower-cost student engineers\textsuperscript{2} as ways of cutting costs. Again, regional collaboration might allow firms in a single sector to share costs.

Similar approaches may help with management and market-development assistance. WPCC has effectively combined firms' efforts around international marketing to reduce costs of attending distant trade shows.

The Need to Focus on the Intersection of Technology and Training

IRE initiatives recognize the synergy between technology and skill upgrading. To install and efficiently use modern equipment, production workers and frontline supervisors need to know how to operate, set up and maintain it. This now frequently involves computer-aided and computer-controlled machinery, requiring some literacy in that area as well. The ability of an IRE organization to deliver effective skills training to entering and continuing workers\textit{ and} to facilitate the investment in and adoption of up-to-date technology is key to modernization assistance.

In the best cases, as in the partnerships JARC has recently created, manufacturers are direct partners in the training efforts. Up-to-date equipment that the companies will actually use in production is provided for training. JARC was, at the time of our visits, developing a Technical Training Center with its industry partners. It will train workers on the latest machinery, provided by industry, in a facility located in JARC's own "Raven" development. A "training factory" where machinery can be tested and shared — such as that very recently begun in connection to Northeast Milwaukee Industrial Development Corporation's work — may turn out to be valuable.

The combination of technological and skill upgrading appears to be a powerful tool for manufacturers and thus an important area for future IRE work.

The Need to Protect and Increase Industrial Space

Sufficient room for current and expanding manufacturing is a growing issue for most of the urban IRE efforts. Increasingly, IRE initiatives have begun...
Some urban IRE initiatives are widening their geographic focus. This allows a program to efficiently provide specialized training and increases its ability to match job candidates to available, appropriate jobs.

JARC has been a leader. It has advocated for zoning protections for industry and opposed competing uses, and undertaken two developments of its own for use by small firms.

GNPDC has been particularly active as a developer.

Berkeley OED worked hard for policies that protect industrial land and to put back into use large, vacant, privately-held industrial properties.

Especially in relatively tight markets, there is room for expanded action, including more real estate development. All the sites need to continue devoting staff to organizing and advocacy to protect existing manufacturing space. An important opportunity is to become more deeply engaged in cleaning up sites with toxic problems. This effort would become more practical if proposed federal legislation to provide substantial funds for making “brownfields” re-usable is adopted.

The Need for Continuing Outreach

Short-handed IRE staff have been limiting the amount of new outreach they undertake with manufacturers. Unfortunately, lack of outreach can:

✦ Threaten manufacturers’ sense of ownership and belonging.
✦ Reduce the information base around which much successful IRE work has been planned.
✦ Increase the likelihood that companies’ problems will come to staff attention too late to make a difference.
✦ Reduce firms’ long-term participation in local job hiring programs.

Modest funds from Cleveland’s new Cleveland Industrial Retention Initiative program were sufficient to allow WIRE-Net to reinstate regular out-reach. The cost of such work elsewhere would surely be modest as well.

Resources for continuing contacts with key firms would also be highly desirable. WIRE-Net anticipates beginning a “key accounts” program. This would involve regular interaction with key firms, providing priority attention to any that are signaling difficulties along with services to assist with competitiveness and location problems. Such an approach could expand IREs’ success with key problem cases.

SVA, in moving toward earlier intervention with somewhat smaller firms, and WIRE-Net, in attending to key accounts, are moving at least elements of their programs closer together in focus and technique.

The Importance of Expanding Geographic Reach

Several of the urban IRE initiatives are taking on or contemplating widening their geographic focus:

✦ With state encouragement and support, SVA has expanded its work to 20 counties.
✦ Berkeley OED is working with its neighbors in two industrial sectors across its borders. The city is also beginning a cooperative effort toward regional job placement and training.
✦ WIRE-Net modestly expanded its area of action within the CIRI program.

Besides the obvious benefit of wider reach by first-rate service providers, a larger scale has additional advantages. Having more firms within the territory with common technology and training needs, marketing goals and purchasing requirements can justify the joint programs which save money. Other advantages include being able to efficiently provide specialized training and an increased ability to match job candidates to available, appropriate jobs.
The Need to Decide If a Sectoral Strategy Makes Sense

Many of the initiatives either focused on a sector of the economy from the start or are considering taking on such focus. Advantages include the ability to develop a high level of expertise in one field and the ability to focus training or other services on a group with common needs. Interestingly, however, there is simultaneously some movement away from a sectoral focus.

Berkeley OED is considering doing more sectoral work. But JARC has extended its efforts beyond its Metal-working Consortium to a variety of companies located within the same turf. SVA is exploring adding other sectors outside metals. WIRE-Net started moving toward sectors to deal with common technology and management and marketing issues, but it has since returned to exchanges between executives from a mixture of firms.

Which strategy is best? The correct answer is, “It depends on the circumstances.”

Sectoral intervention makes sense where the primary issues are competitiveness and there are enough firms or a big enough territory to produce real bounties in expertise and common interests. In other instances, manufacturers in a given community often have common interests and concerns, facilitating efficient IRE work across sectors. Working together makes it easier to advocate for joint interests or assist with community and business needs. It may be most desirable for IREs to mix cross-cutting and sectoral efforts, based on needs and circumstances.

The Need for Flexible Money

Our study’s IRE initiatives are very thinly staffed to do such staff-intensive work, even taking into account their many partners and referrals. To expand and extend their efforts, they will need additional flexible funds. These funds need not be purely core support money, since the work for the most part is in specific program areas. But “project” funds without money for administration and program staff will not meet the need.

The Need for Stakeholder Control

If the IRE initiatives grow in breadth and scale, staff and board leaders will need to pay attention to retaining manufacturers’, workers’ and communities’ sense of ownership. They will need to continue to involve stakeholders in identifying priorities and acting as program experts, designers and teacher-mentors. They will also need to continue responding to stakeholders’ immediate needs.

Berkeley OED’s loss of active stakeholder participation after the West Berkeley Plan’s completion leaves it unsure of continued support. SVA, until now strongly linked only to union workers, is trying to increase its involvement and connections with other players and communities. The others need to retain the links that they have.

The Need to Tackle the Consequences of “Welfare Reform”

The sharp changes in welfare programs have created pressure for more work opportunities. Our IRE efforts are natural candidates to be job generators. In their best forms, the initiatives retain and create jobs, in or near communities where many welfare recipients live. Many of these jobs require little if any skill and experience, pay relatively decent wages and benefits, and are already the targets of programs to prepare disadvantaged people for work and link them to job openings. IREs’ already existing programs could be expanded to include outreach to welfare recipients and the supportive services they need, such as child care and medical care.
What Is the Best Way to Replicate IRE Programs that Target Their Benefits to the Disadvantaged?

Very few industrial retention and expansion programs in the United States focus on employing disadvantaged people and contributing to their community. This report has found that those that do have this focus have been quite successful, which suggests that more IRE programs should adopt this goal. For this to happen, it will be necessary for:

✦ Proponents and practitioners of IRE programs to communicate more widely about the strategy, giving it increased visibility.
✦ Public and private sector funders to expand flexible support for development and operations.
✦ Policymakers to be educated — and economic development professionals re-educated — about the value of such efforts.

Our discussion of how the existing initiatives evolved and why they succeeded can provide guidance about how to replicate such programs. A few items specific to the replication process deserve highlighting.

A strong base committed to the growth of local industry and the targeting of that growth to low income people and communities is the key requirement. There are too many other conflicting demands to maintain such a focus without a few stalwart entrepreneurial visionaries. It also appears crucial to establish organizations whose sole or main purpose is integrated IRE efforts.

Recruiting and training leaders to staff the new organizations is a major need. Few people have had the opportunity to combine business assistance, targeted workforce development and perhaps community development in disadvantaged areas, and the vision and skills do not automatically overlap. Existing training programs do not cover the full spectrum well, and none pretends to focus on integrating them. The number of existing programs from which to recruit developing leadership is very limited. Creating and finding an appropriate home for such training will be a critical challenge.

Similarly, staff and board of new IRE organizations need to be able to visit strong existing initiatives and to benefit from peer contact and learning. Resources for these purposes will be crucial. We found that even the staff leaders of our study organizations — most with extensive experience — welcomed an opportunity to meet and learn from each other. Its importance is bound to be greater for newcomers and new organizations.

Careful attention to reaching out to businesses and building initial credibility will be crucial, as it was in the early years of existing initiatives. Closely related is the need to select a target area of sufficient scale and industrial concentration. A small neighborhood base will not do.

Joint pressure on local or state government by multiple players, particularly to replicate successful, nearby IRE efforts, is important. In Chicago and Cleveland, the models of JARC, GNPDC and WIRE-Net — and their efforts to garner support and attract allies — were crucial in creating support programs for other nascent IRE organizations elsewhere in the two cities. Such organizations can also offer a powerful model to other cities as well.

Again, a critical component is to maintain the focus on targeted jobs. Chicago’s and Cleveland’s new programs do not require directing job opportunities to local, low income people. So far, such targeting has not blossomed (although the new initiatives are still very young and just developing activities beyond initial outreach).

Providing resources to build the capacity of new IRE efforts is important, whether or not

“Policymakers need to be educated — and economic development professionals re-educated — about the importance of initiatives that focus on employing disadvantaged people and contributing to their community.”
local or state government is the primary vehicle. These include

✦ Core support for basic operations.
✦ Training for staff leaders, staff and board.
✦ Technical assistance both to attain specialized skills from outsiders and to build program and organizational development skills in-house.

How to Get Started

It’s neither an endless nor endlessly complicated matter to assess the feasibility of starting an IRE. One can readily enough make a rough assessment of the size of its market, the nature of its firms (especially size and sectoral concentrations), the interest of potential business and community leaders, and the needs and qualities of the workforce.

Quickly involving some key business leaders — and moving quickly on a couple of attainable priorities — would replicate how existing successful programs started.

Some initial operating funds from a risk-taker are needed, and a support system with some of the components just discussed would certainly accelerate the growth process. Fortunately, experience shows that the budget for successful early action is very modest (although the cost of a comprehensive program covering the multiple areas we found to be valuable is much higher).

Developing comprehensive programs — with complementary parts and partners — will require some patience (and patient investment). Developing trust among manufacturers, staff capacity and confidence, and an effective set of workforce programs has taken time, even for the best programs. The experience we now have about the process of development — together with creation and expansion of capacity-building support systems — could shorten the timeline. We have seen, for example, how an infusion of foundation funds accelerated development of WIRE-Net, which had some time to mature but also was more than ready for further growth.

What Are the Implications for Federal Policy?

The federal government could make an important contribution to industrial retention and expansion, and IRE programs’ effectiveness in creating and preserving jobs for those in need strongly justifies such a contribution.

With very little money, it could support networking among IRE institutions and leaders, including convening meetings, developing a newsletter and training materials, and supplying technical assistance.

With some more money, it could combine a multi-site demonstration project with its networking support. That demonstration would give careful attention to differences in local context, a serious commitment to building capacity over time, and a phasing which allows programs to progress at their own speed.

Going further, the government could make industrial retention and expansion part of a broader demonstration initiative that would offer multiple economic development strategies, each focusing on targeting private sector jobs to people in need.

A still stronger commitment would create a new competitive funding program supporting this range of strategies. The program would select grant recipients on the basis of their targeting goals and likely effectiveness in creating jobs.

Federal policy and programs have enormous potential to support the replication and growth of IRE initiatives. Such initiatives could draw on existing resources, including:

✦ At the Housing and Urban Development Depart-
The federal government could make an important contribution to industrial retention and expansion, a contribution justified by how effectively the programs have created and preserved jobs for those in need.

ment (HUD), Community Development Block Grant and Empowerment Zone and Enterprise Community resources for manufacturing assistance and job linkage programs.

✦ In the Commerce Department, Economic Development Administration (EDA) support for manufacturing space and infrastructure, and NIST-sponsored manufacturing extension centers.

✦ Environmental Protection Agency (and HUD) brownfield clean-up resources.

✦ Health and Human Services welfare-to-work and school-to-work efforts for workforce development and placement.

✦ Small Business Administration and Community Development Financial Institutions financing.

✦ New initiatives, such as the potential block grant for job training.

IRE programs with truly targeted job and community benefits are naturals for meeting the objectives of these federal efforts.

Endnotes

1 Notably, Berkeley OED, with its small manufacturing-specific staff and until very recently no nearby regional MES, had not attempted to work in the technology adoption/transfer field at all.

2 On the basis that most of the manufacturers are seeking merely to install existing technologies that have some history elsewhere.

3 Even if subcommittees and other structures need to proliferate in response to scale and breadth.

4 Despite their prominence in a small field, most outside a single city had never met and many were unaware of each others' efforts.
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